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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

1. Background 
 
1.1. This review was commissioned by the Office of The Chief Psychiatrist in response to 

concerns expressed by South Australian Ambulance Service (SAAS) about increasing 
problems with mental health (MH) consumers experiencing a delayed transfer of care (TOC) 
in SA Emergency Departments (EDs), commonly referred to as “ramping”. 

1.2. The Terms of Reference of this Review were: 

1.2.1. Determine the frequency and duration of delayed TOC/external 
triaging/ramping of people with a mental illness across the system and at 
different hospitals; 

1.2.2. Describe the handover processes in place at different sites; 
1.2.3. Determine the effect these events have on consumers, family and staff; 
1.2.4. Describe the compliance or otherwise with the Mental Health Act (MHA) 2009, 

and relevant policies during periods of delayed transfer of care, and; 
1.2.5. Provide recommendations to assist in the prevention of delays in the TOC, or if 

ramping occurs, mitigate the effects of these delays, including actions that 
could be taken by SAAS and receiving hospitals. 

1.3. Process of Review 

The reviewers visited the Emergency Departments of the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH), 
Lyell McEwin Hospital (LMH) and Flinders Medical Centre (FMC).  They interviewed 
representatives from SAAS, and from Emergency Departments and Mental Health at SA 
Hospitals.  The reviewers also examined data collected about delayed transfer of care and 
reviewed several policy documents from SA Health and the Australasian College of 
Emergency Medicine  

1.4. Glossary of terms used in relation to Delayed Transfer of Care 

• Delayed Transfer of Care (TOC) is formally defined when the period between ambulance 
arrival at the ED and handover of care from SAAS staff to hospital staff exceeds 30 
minutes. 

• Ramping is a more colloquial term sometimes used interchangeably with delayed TOC.  
External ramping refers to a consumer being kept in the ambulance on the ambulance 
bay whereas internal ramping refers to the consumer waiting with SAAS staff inside the 
ED. 

• External triage refers to refers to triage of a consumer being externally ramped in an 
ambulance, rather than in the ED triage area. 

• Code White is a formal designation applied to an ED that has become overcrowded with 
patients and has no further capacity to receive new patients, and means that ramping 
will operate at that hospital. 
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• Section 56 Orders refer to section 56 of the Mental Health Act 2009, which authorises 
ambulance officers to take under their “care and control” someone whom they believe 
is experiencing a mental illness and presents a risk to themselves or to others, and 
transport them to a hospital for mental health assessment. 
 

2. Extent of ramping for mental health consumers in SA 

2.1. From January 2018 to December 2018, there were 10,994 mental health (MH) 
presentations by ambulance to SA Emergency Departments.  Of these, 3,762 presentations 
experienced a Delayed Transfer of Care of more than 30 minutes, representing 34.2% of all 
MH ambulance arrivals.  The target set for Delayed TOC in the 2019-2021 Service Level 
Agreement is for less than 10% of ambulance arrivals to experience a delay in TOC.  

2.2. The RAH experienced the highest volume of MH presentations by ambulance, with 2,722, 
followed by FMC and The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH) with 1,592 each, LMH with 
1,380, Women’s and Children’s Hospital (WACH) with 1,252, Noarlunga with 1,041 and 
Modbury with 496 (see chart)  

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. The LMH experienced the highest rate of delayed TOC more than 30 minutes, with 59.1%, 
followed by RAH with 46.2%, FMC with 35.5% and TQEH with 32.2%.  However, of these 
four, the LMH had the lowest rate of delayed TOC more than 60 minutes, with 3%, 
compared to The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH) at 6.3%, FMC at 8% and RAH at 13.6%. 

2.4. No SA Hospital achieved the SA Health target of 90% ambulance arrivals achieving TOC 
within 30 minutes.  The RAH did not achieve this 30 minute target for TOC within 60 
minutes. 

2.5. A snapshot of ambulance arrivals for MH consumers brought in under section 56 of the 
MHA (s56) from June to August 2019 showed that CALHN externally ramped 87% of the 120 
s56 consumers experiencing a delayed TOC during this 3 month period, SALHN externally 
ramped 52% and NALHN externally ramped none, instead internally ramping all of their s56 
consumers experiencing a delayed TOC.  There was a correlation between a higher 
percentage of delayed TOC consumers being externally ramped and a greater duration of 
delayed TOC and a higher likelihood of the delayed TOC being more than 60 minutes. 
 

Delays in TOC 2018 

RAH 2722
TQEH 1592
FMC 1592
LMH 1380
WCH 1252
NHS 1041
Mod 496
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3. Site Visits 

3.1. Flinders Medical Centre. 

When on Code White, FMC externally triages the consumer, with one ambulance officer 
coming to the triage desk to provide clinical information and the other remaining with the 
consumer in the vehicle.  For mental health, if the consumer has been restrained, they will 
be allocated a triage category of 1 or 2 and be brought into the ED within 10 minutes.  Most 
MH consumers are allocated a category of 3 or 4.  If the hospital is ramping, about half will 
be asked to remain on the SAAS barouche in the ambulance (external ramping) and half will 
be brought in to the ambulant ED waiting room to sit on a chair, accompanied by the 
ambulance officer (internal ramping).  There is no physical space for consumers to be held 
within the FMC ED on the SAAS barouche.   
 
FMC will usually not accept handover of care for s56 consumers until a security officer has 
been called in to provide visual observations of the consumer, as the consumer is deemed 
an “unknown quantity” and a potential absconding risk until they have been assessed.  This 
practice can lead to further delays in TOC, even when the consumer has been moved into a 
cubicle. Delays can be prolonged particularly if the security officer has to be sourced from 
external agencies. 
 

3.2. Royal Adelaide Hospital 
When on Code White, the RAH also externally triages, with the consumer remaining in the 
ambulance whilst one ambulance officer presents to the triage desk.  The vast majority of 
MH consumers (and non-MH consumers) are externally ramped, with limited options for 
internal ramping.  As with FMC, there is no physical space in the ED for consumers on SAAS 
barouches to be accommodated whilst waiting for a cubicle to become available. 

When externally ramped, ambulances need to keep engines running to maintain air-
conditioning.  Accumulation of diesel fumes in the RAH ambulance bay has become an 
occupational health and safety issue, necessitating installation of exhaust fans, redirecting 
ambulance flow so that the exhaust faces outward and erecting screens to maintain privacy 
of consumers being off-loaded. 

3.3. Lyell McEwin Hospital 

The LMH does not undertake external triage or external ramping.  Consumers are brought 
by both SAAS officers to the triage area and are assessed by the triage clinician.  If the 
hospital ED cubicles are full, the consumer is taken to a wide corridor within the ED and 
accommodated there until a cubicle becomes available (i.e. internal ramping).  The SAAS 
officers remain with the consumer, as transfer of care hasn’t yet occurred, and won’t occur 
until an assessment cubicle is allocated.  However, there is collaborative care provided by 
SAAS and ED staff whilst the consumer is internally ramped. 
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4. Specific issues related to ramping practices across SA 

4.1. External Ramping.   

The reviewers identified several problems associated with external ramping.  There is little 
shared care between ED and SAAS staff whilst the consumer is externally ramped.  The back 
of the ambulance is also a confined space entirely unsuited to caring for a consumer for any 
extended period.  The consumer and SAAS staff may have restricted access to comfort 
requirements, such as toilets, food and water.  Diesel fume accumulation has already been 
noted.  The argument in favour of this model is that it limits overcrowding of the ED 
corridors with multiple SAAS barouches, which would itself become a health and safety 
hazard if allowed to occur. 

4.2. Internal Ramping.   

This provides a better experience of care for the consumer and allows more collaboration 
between SAAS and ED clinicians.  It also may lead to shorter overall delayed TOC times.  
However, it does have the potential to worsen overcrowding of the ED.  There is also a 
concern that it merely hides the problem of delayed TOC rather than fixes it, and should not 
be seen as a solution to the problem of delayed TOC. 

4.3. Discrepancies between how TOC time is calculated by SAAS and hospitals.   

SAAS records commencement of TOC time when the GPS locator records the ambulance as 
arriving at the hospital ED.  Hospitals record the commencement of TOC time when the 
consumer has been triaged and a triage category allocated.  There can be several minutes 
between these two time points, and this has led to some disagreements about the accuracy 
of Delayed TOC data.  The Australasian College of Emergency Medicine recommends an 
intermediate time point, namely when the ambulance officer(s) arrive at the triage station 
to commence the triage process.  It is recommended that this be used by both services. 

4.4. Management of consumers brought in under Section 56 of the MHA.   

Consumers brought in under s56 require formal handover of “care and control” to an 
authorised officer at the hospital.  At some hospitals, and at some times of the day, there 
are insufficient Authorised Officers at the hospital ED to receive this handover, which can 
delay TOC. 

An additional issue identified is the policy that for consumers brought to hospital under s56, 
the receiving hospital, not the consumer, pays for the ambulance transport,.  This can lead 
to some consumers refusing transport, to require s56 to be used, and therefore avoid 
payment for the transport.  This provides an inadvertent incentive for a more restrictive 
practice to be used, contrary to the principles of the MHA. 

4.5. Use of Restrictive Practices during ramping. 

Concern about this issue was one of the major reasons for the review.  However, hospital 
ED staff and SAAS representatives consistently reported that consumers who were being 
restrained, or had been restrained during transport, were being triaged to category 1 or 2, 
and brought into the ED immediately (category 1) or within 10 minutes (category 2).  Whilst 
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there may be isolated examples where TOC for restrained consumers is delayed beyond 
these times, there was no evidence that this is a widespread problem. 

 

5. Consequences of Ramping and Delayed Transfer of Care 

5.1. Impact on SAAS Service Delivery 

5.1.1.  Ramping leads to delays in releasing SAAS crews and ambulances to attend 
new emergency calls requiring an ambulance/paramedic response. 

5.1.2.  SAAS officers are required to provide extended mental health nursing care and 
observation to MH consumers whilst being ramped, when this is not their 
primary skill set. 

5.2. Impact on Consumers 

5.2.1.   Consumers presenting with a mental health crisis experience several 
frustrating delays in their care journey through an ED, but to experience an 
extended delay right at the start of the journey is truly demoralising.   

5.2.2.   Any preventable delay in receiving appropriate care is by definition, a lower 
quality of care provided to mental health consumers.  Consumers experiencing 
acute psychosis will have definitive treatment for this illness delayed. 

5.2.3.   There is a lack of dignity and comfort for consumers cared for within the 
confined spaces of an ambulance for an extended period.   

5.2.4.   Due to the confined space in an ambulance, external ramping limits the 
capacity for carers to wait with, and provide support to, the consumer. 

5.2.5.   The least restrictive care principles of the MHA, if adhered to, expect that a 
person brought to hospital under a restrictive order such as section 56 would be 
held under that order for as short a duration as possible, and that a mental 
health assessment is undertaken in a timely manner.  Ramping of consumers 
brought in under section 56 delays this assessment and potentially prolongs the 
period they are held under this restrictive order. Indeed, the consumer may well 
(understandably) become distressed/agitated/angry at prolonged delays that 
potentially impacts negatively on their mental state assessment. 

5.3. Impact on staff and hospitals 

5.3.1.  The use of ramping has led to some conflict and division between SAAS and 
hospital EDs, two services that should be mutually supportive of each other.  A 
degree of mistrust and blaming has emerged (which can also occur between ED 
staff and MH staff), undermining the ability for these groups to work 
collaboratively in the best interests of consumers. 

5.3.2.   Clinicians in both hospitals and SAAS acknowledge the adverse effects of 
ramping on consumers and services and want it to end, but feel somewhat 
helpless about what can be done.  This has a negative impact on morale and can 
lead to disillusionment and “burnout”. 

5.3.3.   The negative effect on occupational health and safety (OH&S) of diesel fume 
accumulation in the ambulance bay is significant. There would also be OH&S 
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implications for overcrowded ED spaces if consumers currently externally 
ramped were all internally ramped in narrow corridors and crowded spaces 
within RAH, FMC and TQEH EDs. 

5.3.4.  There is a reputational risk to hospitals, SA Health and government from 
continuation of ramping as a practice, as it is rightly seen as emblematic of a 
dysfunctional health system. 
 

6. Factors Contributing to Ramping of Mental Health Consumers 

6.1. Access block for Emergency Departments 

6.1.1.   Delays in flow, at any point in a consumer journey from ED presentation to 
admission and then discharge, have an impact on the very first step in that 
journey, the consumer’s arrival by ambulance at the ED.  Delays for consumers 
assessed as requiring admission, so that they remain in an ED cubicle whilst 
awaiting transfer to an inpatient ward, directly blocks access for new consumers 
arriving by ambulance. 

6.1.2.  Access to acute inpatient mental health beds is a particular problem for mental 
health consumers, and these consumers represent a disproportionately high 
number of consumers waiting for extended periods in Emergency Departments. 

6.2. There is a lack of alternatives in SA to hospital EDs for emergency mental health assessment 
and intervention.   

There are no dedicated mental health emergency departments.  The community-based 
Assessment and Crisis Intervention Services (ACIS) were closed in favour of an Integrated 
Team model, which has led to a reduction in community based emergency response 
capacity.  A “walk-in” Emergency Service in Salisbury closed after federal government 
funding was not continued by the state government. 

6.3. There is a lack of non-hospital based acute mental health care options.   

Hospital at Home Teams, which were run in many LHNs several years ago, were also closed.  
These offered community based intervention for people who would otherwise require 
inpatient admission. 

6.4. There is a lack of alterative pathways to admission other than via the hospital ED 

There is limited capacity for inpatient MH Units (IMHUs) to admit directly consumers seen 
in the community, with the vast majority asked to come in via the ED.  Often this is because 
there are no available beds, but this should not mean that the hospital ED should 
automatically be the default waiting room for these consumers.  There is also an informal 
policy of “medical clearance” via the ED for all admissions, which may not be justified for 
many consumers. 
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6.5. There is a lack of coordination of access to mental health beds across the whole SA mental 
health system. 

A few years ago, coordination of admissions moved from a central bed coordinator to 
“Local Bed Management” where LHNs would admit consumers presenting to their 
hospital’s ED, regardless of which community MH catchment they lived in, or if they were a 
registered client of an LHN.  This has led to situations where a consumer will spend a 
prolonged period in the ED of one hospital whilst there might be a vacant mental health 
bed in another LHN.  This policy has particularly disadvantaged the Royal Adelaide Hospital, 
which has the largest overall volume of MH presentations and the largest percentage of 
presentations from out of catchment (including country regions). 

6.6. Physical Space limitations in many SA Emergency Departments 

The RAH, QEH and FMC all have EDs with no physical space to accommodate large numbers 
of consumers waiting for a cubicle when the ED is congested, leading to external ramping.  
Both TQEH and FMC EDs were built and designed when ramping was not a frequent 
problem.  The RAH is a brand new hospital built only a few years ago, after ramping had 
become a significant problem. The design did not take into account how ramping would be 
managed, and in fact assumed that the model of care would eliminate ramping.  Yet the 
SAAS feedback was that ramping was much worse from the very first day the new RAH 
opened, and has continued since.  The need to redesign the ambulance bay to lessen the 
impact of diesel fumes is an example of the lack of planning to manage what was a 
predictable problem of ramping. 

6.7. Role of methamphetamine (“Ice”) intoxication 

Both SAAS and hospital ED clinicians report that behavioural presentations related to 
methamphetamine intoxication are rising, and account for an increasing number of 
consumers brought in by ambulance under s56 and/or coded as “Behavioural emergency, 
att. suicide or psychiatric”.  However, these consumers are not appropriate for inpatient 
mental health admission, nor are they appropriate for acute medical admission, and with an 
absence of any dedicated service to manage these consumers, the ED becomes the default 
place of treatment, further exacerbating access block. 
 

7. Recommendations and Potential Solutions 

7.1. Interventions already implemented that could be expanded 

7.1.1.  Priority Care Centres.  These are available for consumers presenting to ED with 
relatively minor physical health problems. Currently they do not have mental 
health staff available and are not used for mental health presentations.  There 
seems no reason why MH nurses could not be based in these PCCs and for MH 
consumers to have access to assessments there. 

7.1.2.  Mental Health Core Pilot Trial.  This trial early in 2019 consisted of a MH 
clinician from CALHN being co-located with a paramedic at one ambulance 
station for a six-week period.  This pilot trial found that 53% of consumers who 
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were seen were diverted away from an ED attendance.  Consideration should 
be given to extending and expanding this trial. 

7.2. Recommendations for Immediate Action 

7.2.1.  Whilst the reports indicate that in the vast majority of cases, consumers who 
have been restrained in the ambulance are allocated a triage category or 1 or 2, 
it should be made clear to all ED triage staff that these categories must be 
allocated for every MH consumer for whom restraint has been applied at any 
point during ambulance transport. 

7.2.2.  When a consumer presents to a hospital on Code White, the default 
expectation should be that triage clinicians will personally speak to the 
consumer as part of the triage assessment.  The process of external triage, 
where the consumer waits in the ambulance and is not reviewed by a triage 
clinician, should be the exception rather than the rule.  Any OH&S barriers to 
this must be addressed as a matter of urgency. 

7.2.3.   Hospitals and SAAS should provide collaborative care for all consumers whilst 
being ramped, regardless of whether or not this is external or internal ramping.  
This is consistent with SA Health Policy. 

7.2.4.   Consumers, and SAAS officers, must be given appropriate access to food, 
water, and toilet facilities whilst being ramped, either externally or internally. 

7.2.5. Explore the feasibility of providing electric power sockets in ambulance bays for 
ambulances to connect to, enabling diesel engines to be turned off. 

7.2.6.   Better reporting/notification of delayed TOC.  The reviewers found that SLS 
notifications were not made for a large number of consumers experiencing 
delayed Transfer of Care for extended periods.  Notifications should be made 
for all delayed TOC over 30 minutes where there is a direct clinical incident or 
adverse event, all delayed TOC over 60 minutes regardless of whether any 
additional adverse event occurs, and all external ramping over 30 minutes. 

7.2.7.   All incidents of use of restraint during ambulance transport, including during a 
period of ramping, must be documented and reported.  

7.2.8.   There needs to be consistent and uniform recording of TOC times between 
hospital services and SAAS.  Consideration should be given to uniformly 
adopting the ACEM’s recommendation of “ED Notification Time” as the start 
point for TOC. 

7.3. Recommendations For Urgent Action 

7.3.1. Hospital ED clinicians, including mental health clinicians, should commence 
some form of assessment (e.g. a limited risk assessment) whilst the consumer is 
being ramped, acknowledging the limitations of what can be achieved whilst 
the consumer remains within the ambulance, or in an open space such as an ED 
corridor or waiting room.  This should be done collaboratively between SAAS 
and ED clinicians and would require additional MH staff resources, which should 
be a priority for funding. 

7.3.2.   Every effort should be undertaken to reduce the practice of external ramping.  
Whilst internal ramping is still delayed TOC, and would also not occur in a well-
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functioning system, it is inherently preferable, from a consumer perspective, to 
external ramping.  This may be challenging in those hospitals with limited 
physical space, but should not prevent attempts to find solutions to reduce 
external ramping. 

7.3.3. MH Services should establish ED avoidance pathways.  Inpatient MH Units need 
to develop an increased capacity for direct admissions of known consumers 
referred by their community team.  Consumers who have absconded and return 
after a period of unapproved leave should be readmitted directly rather than 
re-routed through an ED. 

7.3.4. SA Health, SAAS and Mental Health Services should review the policy that 
consumers brought in by ambulance under s56 have the bill charged to the 
receiving LHN.  This creates an incentive for more restrictive care, and the policy 
should be amended to ensure that it does not discourage the least restrictive 
care option for MH consumers at all times. 

7.4. Recommendations for Short-Term Action 

7.4.1.   A targeted risk assessment at the time of triage, or soon thereafter, should be 
undertaken to determine level of observation required for consumers brought 
in under s56, rather than a default assumption that assumes 1:1 observation by 
clinical or security staff is required.  

7.4.2. Hospital EDs should ensure that sufficient authorised officers are available to 
receive handover of care and control for consumers brought in under s56 of the 
MHA, especially in smaller EDs, where the number is currently restricted.  This 
may require increased training resources. 

7.4.3.   Mental Health Services should develop community-based options for 
delivering acute mental health assessment and intervention. 

7.4.3.1. The capacity for community teams to provide acute assessment and 
crisis intervention, in a similar manner to the previous ACIS Teams, 
must be increased.  This will probably necessitate the establishment of 
separate acute teams instead of an acute assessment role within an 
integrated team model.  

7.4.3.2. Hospital at Home Teams should be established in each LHN and 
adequately funded to provide acute care for consumers who would 
otherwise be admitted to an inpatient unit.  This is likely to require 
new funding and should be a priority. 

7.4.3.3. Community-based, acute assessment “Walk-in Clinics,” which were 
previously successful at Salisbury, should also be considered for 
funding. 

7.4.3.4. Mental Health Short-Stay Units have been successful in improving 
bed access capacity for mental health consumers and consideration 
should be given to expanding these where possible. 

7.4.3.5. The capacity for a rapid response, post-discharge brief intervention 
service within community teams should be expanded.  This could be 
used for consumers discharged from inpatient units and ED.   
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7.5. Recommendations for Medium to Longer Term Action 

7.5.1.   SA Health should ensure that hospital ED infrastructure matches ED demand, 
now and into the future.  Any capacity to increase the physical capacity to 
assess and treat the volume of consumers presenting should be explored.   

7.5.2.   SA Health should review mental health policies to ensure they are in the best 
interest of SA mental health consumers as a whole, and that LHNs actively 
collaborate rather than acting in silos.  This should include a review of the 
appropriateness of the policy of Local Bed Management, which appears to have 
directly worsened ED access block problems at the RAH as well as fostering a 
culture of non-cooperation rather than mutual collaboration among LHNs. 
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1. Background 

The South Australian Ambulance Service (SAAS) is responsible for the majority of transport to 
hospital of mental health consumers in South Australia.  Mental health consumers may be 
brought in to a hospital Emergency Department (ED) under Section 56 (s56) of the Mental 
Health Act 20091 (MHA) and/or subject to an Inpatient Treatment Order (ITO), and thus require 
specialist mental health services.  Occasionally, consumers are also brought into a hospital by 
the South Australian Police (SAPOL) under Section 57 (s57) of the MHA.   

Section 56 of the MHA formally designates SAAS officers as “authorised officers” who can 
transport to a hospital a person they suspect to be suffering from a mental illness, who might 
present a risk to themselves or others.  They take the person under their “care and control”, 
and must formally hand over this care and control to an authorised officer at the receiving 
hospital when they arrive. 

All persons brought by SAAS to hospital EDs require their care to be formally transferred from 
SAAS officers to hospital ED staff.  The target duration for this transfer of care (TOC) is 15 
minutes or less, according to the 2017 SA Health Ambulance Distribution for Demand 
Management Policy Directive2.  This TOC is sometimes delayed during times of peak demand on 
hospital EDs, when these EDs have reached their maximum capacity for consumers being cared 
for within the department (“Code White”).  This Delayed TOC is commonly, and somewhat 
colloquially, referred to as “ramping”. 

 

Definitions 

Ambulance turnaround time is the total time between arrival at and departure from the 
hospital.  The SA Health Ambulance Distribution for Demand Management Policy Directive2 sets 
30 minutes as the target for ambulance turnaround time. 

The Transfer of Care time is defined as the time between the ambulance’s arrival and 
completion of formal handover of the consumer’s care to ED clinical staff.  The target time for 
this is 15 minutes (with the KPI for this being at least 50% of ambulance arrivals).  The SA Health 
Ambulance Distribution for Demand Management Policy Directive2 states that a TOC duration of 
more than 30 minutes is formally designated as a Delayed Transfer of Care, triggering 
notification of the COO/Executive on-call and an escalation process.   

The new 2019-2021 Service Level Agreement (SLA) for SA Health sets a benchmark for TOC to 
occur within 30 minutes for at least 90% of the time, i.e. a delayed TOC of more than 30 
minutes should occur for less than 10% of the time. 

Ramping is a colloquial term that has no formal definition in SA Health Policy.  Therefore, there 
is some variation in how this term is used by SAAS and hospital staff, as well as the media and 
general population.  Many hospital staff and clinicians associate the term with the time a 
consumer spends in the back of an ambulance, waiting to be brought into the ED. Using this 
narrow definition, ramping would be considered ended when the consumer enters the ED, even 
if they remained under the SAAS officer’s care and control in a holding area of the ED.  
However, in this situation the consumer will still be counted as a delayed transfer of care, even 
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though the hospital may consider them not to be ramped.  The SAAS officers will still be 
occupied with monitoring the consumer, and therefore cannot pack up or clean their 
equipment and be released for another task.  SAAS staff consider ramping synonymous with the 
whole period of delayed TOC, regardless of whether or not the consumer is held in the SAAS 
vehicle or in a holding area within the hospital.  This total TOC period is often considerably 
longer than the narrow definition of ramping related to time spent within the ambulance itself.  
This variation in what ramping refers to can sometimes lead to disputes over whether or not 
ramping is occurring, and how severe the problem is.   

The period when a consumer is held inside an ambulance waiting to be brought into the 
hospital ED is often referred to as external ramping, and the period of delayed TOC with the 
consumer waiting inside the hospital but without care transferred is often referred to as 
internal ramping, to emphasise that these are both processes that delay TOC.   

The Australasian College of Emergency Medicine (ACEM) Position Statement on Ambulance 
Ramping (June 2019)3 provides the following definition of Ambulance Ramping: “Ambulance 
ramping occurs when ambulance officers and/or paramedics are unable to complete transfer of 
clinical care of their patient to the hospital ED within a clinically appropriate timeframe, 
specifically due to lack of an appropriate clinical space in the ED”.  This definition is in fact 
synonymous the SA definition of Delayed Transfer of Care, and thus includes external and 
internal ramping. 

For this report, the term Delayed Transfer of Care (Delayed TOC) is used when referring to the 
total time between ambulance arrival and formal handover to Hospital staff, and the term 
external ramping is used for that period from arrival at hospital to when the consumer 
physically exits the ambulance and is brought into a space inside the hospital building.  Internal 
ramping is used for any delayed TOC time spent by SAAS officers with the consumer inside the 
hospital.  In some jurisdictions, the term ‘off-stretcher time delays’ is used in place of the term 
“ramping” and is synonymous with it. 

External Triage.  When a hospital is not ramping, the SAAS officers will bring the consumer into 
the hospital triage bay to be assigned a triage category.  When ramping, triage is usually done 
whilst the consumer remains in the SAAS vehicle, with the triage category assigned after a 
discussion between SAAS staff and ED triage clinician.  This is referred to as external triage.  The 
ED triage clinician will usually not personally assess the consumer and will rely on verbal 
information provided by the SAAS staff.  This term is often used interchangeably with external 
ramping, as it only occurs when ramping is active and the consumer remains within the SAAS 
vehicle. 

Code White refers to a formal designation that the hospital’s ED has reached full capacity and 
that new ambulance arrivals will therefore experience ramping.  There are also Code Amber 
and Code Red designations for when the ED is congested, but at lesser levels than Code White. 
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There are several key time points during an ambulance’s stay at a hospital ED, as described in 
the ACEM Position Statement on Ambulance Ramping3: 

1. Time of arrival at the ED ambulance bay. 
This is automatically recorded by SAAS via a GPS location signal in each ambulance.  This is 
the time that SAAS records the commencement of ambulance turnaround time (and thus 
also beginning of transfer of care time). 

2. ED Notification Time. 
This is the time when a paramedic, with or without a patient, comes through the ED 
entrance to the triage area and notifies the ED triage staff that their patient needs to be 
triaged.  This should occur very soon after the Ambulance Arrival time, although there may 
be some small delay between the two.  This is the time the Australasian College of 
Emergency Medicine (ACEM) recommends be recorded as the start time for ambulance 
turnaround and transfer of care. 

3. Time of triage by hospital ED triage nurse 
This is the time a triage category is determined and is when the hospital staff first enter the 
patient details on the clinical administration system.  It is also manually recorded by SAAS 
staff.  This is the time the hospital usually records as the commencement of transfer of care 
time.  It should also be very close to the above two times, although the reviewers heard 
reports that there might be small delays between these times, for various reasons, leading 
to discrepancies between hospital vs SAAS measured TOC times. 

4. Patient entry into the ED 
This is the time when the patient physically enters the ED triage area on the ambulance 
stretcher.  When a hospital is not on Code White, this should be the same as the time of 
triage.  However, this delay between triage and patient entry is the key time delay referred 
to as “externally ramping”, or using external triage when a hospital is on Code White. 

5. Transfer of Care Time 
This is the time the SAAS staff formally hand over care (including under s56) to the hospital 
ED staff, and move the patient from the SAAS stretcher to a hospital stretcher within the 
clinical space of the ED.  When a hospital is not on Code White, this occurs very soon after 
patient entry into the ED, when the consumer is moved into a cubicle.  When a hospital is 
on Code White, but uses “internal ramping” rather than external triage, this delay between 
patient entry and transfer of care is the key time period for delayed TOC.   

This is the time point formally designated as the end of Transfer of Care period.  However 
there may be a small discrepancy of some minutes between when the hospital staff records 
this TOC time and the SAAS crew return to their vehicle to record TOC time.   

6. Ambulance Crew Preparation time 
Ambulance crew preparation time should be measured from the time clinical handover has 
occurred until the ambulance crew notifies the ambulance dispatch service that they are 
ready for another task.  This is the time following clinical handover of the patient, when 
ambulance crew activities such as cleaning, restocking and completion of paperwork occur. 
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Any delays in this process are distinct from ramping delays.   

However, this period contributes to Ambulance Turnaround Time, and is expected to 
amount to no more than 15 minutes. 

7. Ambulance Egress Time 
Time the SAAS staff depart the ambulance bay becoming available for re-tasking.   

When the reviewers visited the RAH, the Code White process was illustrated as follows.  A mobile 
white board is placed just outside the entrance door to triage in the ambulance bay.  On one side is 
written a direction to ambulance officers to “please come in to handover but keep patient in 
ambulance”.  The reverse side is left blank.  When the hospital is not on Code White the blank side 
faces arriving ambulances.  When the hospital is on Code White it is turned around, so the 
instruction can be read by SAAS crews, to ensure ambulance officers do not bring patients inside 
the triage door until a cubicle space is available. 

                                   

                                                                      

 

Section 56 “Care and Control” refers to Section 56 of the Mental Health Act, which allows 
Authorised Officers to take a person they suspect of suffering from a mental illness, who might 
present a risk to themselves or others, under their care and control and convey them to a 
hospital where they can be assessed by a doctor or authorised health practitioner, to determine 
if they should be subject to an Inpatient Treatment Order (ITO).  SAAS officers frequently use 
this provision to transport consumers with suspected episodes of acute mental illness.  This 
section places a formal obligation on SAAS officers to maintain that care and control until it can 
be formally handed over/transferred to hospital authorised officers, who will then have the 
person under their care and control.  An SAAS officer must remain with the person at all times 
until this handover occurs.  Section 57 gives SAPOL the same powers to transport people 
suspecting of suffering from a mental illness to a hospital. 

In practice, when a hospital is ramping, if the triage category assigned is 1 or 2, the consumer 
should be brought in to the ED immediately (category 1) or within 10 minutes (category 2), but 
if it is 3 or lower they may wait in the ambulance until space in the ED is available.  For 
reference, the SA Health Ambulance Distribution for Demand Management Policy Directive2 
states that “once the patient has been triaged the patient should be moved to a cubicle, waiting 
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room or holding bay until the allocated hospital clinician is available to care for the patient”.  
This policy does not mention external ramping being an allowed practice. 

 

Commissioning of this report 

The Office of the Chief Psychiatrist (OCP) was approached by SAAS practitioners concerned about 
the frequency of ramping of mental health consumers, the use of restrictive practices during this 
period that might not have been required if the consumer was cared for inside the hospital, the 
delay in assessment and treatment by specialist mental health services, the potential adverse 
psychological impact on consumers and the impact on call-out response capacity for SAAS. 

Concerns had also been raised about the variation in processes between metropolitan hospitals 
regarding the handover of consumers brought in under Section 56 powers that may extend the delay 
for consumers.  SAAS staff had noted an increase in the time and frequency of waiting for mental 
health consumers and that this had been observed at all metropolitan hospitals and some major 
rural hospitals. 
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2. Terms of Reference 

The purpose of the review was to investigate the frequency, reasons and risks associated with 
delayed transfer of care for mental health consumers at public hospital emergency departments 
and to provide potential solutions to prevent future events.  This includes the effect these 
delays have on consumers and staff and to ensure legislative requirements are met. 

The key objectives of this review were to: 

- Determine the frequency and duration of delayed TOC/external triaging/ramping of people 
with a mental illness across the system and at different hospitals; 

- Describe the handover processes in place at different sites, 

- Determine the effect these events have on consumers, family and staff; 

- Describe the compliance or otherwise with the Mental Health Act 2009, and relevant policies 
during periods of delayed transfer of care, and; 

- Provide recommendations to assist in the prevention of delays in the TOC, or if ramping 
occurs, mitigate the effects of these delays, including actions that could be taken by SAAS 
and receiving hospitals. 
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3. Process of the Review 
 
The Office of the Chief Psychiatrist (OCP) requested Dr Shane Gill, Director of Psychiatry Training in 
South Australia, to undertake the review.  He was assisted by Graham Deakin, Inspections 
Coordinator in the OCP.   
 
Dr Gill and Mr Deakin met with following people: 
 

South Australian Ambulance Service (SAAS) 
• Dr , Medical Officer, Medstar and Emergency Physician, Lyell McEwin Hospital 

(LMH) 
• , Operations Manager, Patient Safety & Quality, SAAS 
• , Executive Director, Metropolitan Operations, SAAS 
• , Operations Manager, Metro SE, SAAS 

 
Flinders Medical Centre (FMC) 

• , Nursing Director, FMC Emergency Department (ED) 
• Dr , Clinical Director, FMC ED 
• , Nursing Director, Acute, FMC 
• , Mental Health Clinical Nurse Consultant, FMC ED 

 
Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) 

• , Nursing Unit Manager, RAH ED Triage 
• , Nursing Unit Manager, RAH ED 
• Dr , Clinical Director, RAH ED 
• , Nursing Unit Manager, Consultation-Liaison and Emergency Mental Health 

Services, RAH 
• Dr , Psychiatrist, Consultation-Liaison and Emergency Mental Health Services, 

RAH 
• Dr , Psychiatric Director, Consultation-Liaison and Emergency Mental Health Services, 

RAH 
 
Lyell McEwin Hospital 

• , Mental Health Nurse Consultant, ED/Short Stay Unit, LMH 
• , Emergency Department Nurse Consultant, LMH 
• Dr , Emergency Physician, LMH ED  
• , Acting Divisional Director, Critical Care, LMH 
• , Nurse Unit Manager, LMH ED 
• , Emergency Department Nurse Consultant, LMH 
• Dr , Clinical Director, Mental Health, LMH 
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Dr Gill and Mr Deakin reviewed the following documents 
 
• Ambulance Distribution for Demand Management Policy Directive (eA971256) 
• Delays in Transfer of Care for mental health consumers 2018 (Excel spreadsheet) 
• Mental Health Services-provided in Emergency Departments 2017-18 (Excel spreadsheet) 
• Hospital Ambulance Liaison Officer (HALO) Log June-August 2019 (Excel spreadsheet) 
• 2019-2021 Service Level Agreement Performance benchmarks for Transfer of Care for ED 

presentations by ambulance (AF-ED-2) 
• Australasian College of Emergency Medicine position Statement on Ambulance Ramping (June 

2019) 
• MH CORE Co-Responder in Emergency Mental Health Service Model Review, Early 2019 

 

Dr Gill and Mr Deakin visited the following sites 
 
• Flinders Medical Centre Emergency Department 
• Royal Adelaide Hospital Emergency Department 
• Lyell McEwin Hospital Emergency Department 
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4. Nature and Size of the problem 

4.1 Frequency and duration of delays in TOC for people with a mental illness across the SA 
Health system 

Table 1: Emergency Department presentations in SA July 2017 – June 2018 

 All ED 
presentations 

All MH 
presentations 

ED presentations 
by ambulance 

MH presentations 
by ambulance 

 
number 

 
506,494 

 

 
24,350 

 
156,806 

 
12,903 

MH presentations as % of all ED presentations:      4.8% 
ED presentations by ambulance as % of all ED presentations:    31% 
MH presentations by ambulance as % of all ED presentations by ambulance: 8.2% 
MH presentations by ambulance as % of all MH presentations:   53% 
Mental health consumers are more likely to present by ambulance (53%) compared to non-mental 
health consumers (31%), so statistically are more likely to be affected by ramping.   

 
Table 2: Delays in transfer of care for MH consumers presenting by ambulance across all of SA, 

from Jan 1 2018 – Dec 31 2018 

 NUMBERS PER CENT of TOTAL 
TOTAL  10,994  

> 30 minutes (all delayed TOC) 3762 34.2% (target: < 10%) 
30-60 minutes 3085 28.1% 
> 60 minutes 677 6.1% 

60-120 minutes 530 4.8% 
> 120 minutes 147 1.3% 
> 180 minutes 23 0.02% 

One in every three MH presentations by ambulance experienced a delay in TOC more than 30 
minutes.  This is more than three times the 2019-2021 SLA target of less than 10%.  Of these delayed 
MH consumers, the majority were transferred within an hour, but one in every 16 waited for more 
than an hour, whilst one in every 77 waited for more than two hours.  Twenty three consumers 
waited more than three hours, with the longest wait being 4 hours and 48 minutes. 

Case Study 
A middle aged woman with intellectual disability and cancer was brought in by SAAS after SAPOL 
was called by her residential facility due to her verbal aggression.  SAAS brought the consumer to 
RAH under s56 at 1907 hours.  SAAS notes state the consumer was “calm by time of SAAS arrival”.  
TOC did not occur until 2355, 4 hours and 48 minutes later.  The time spent waiting in the back of 
the ambulance is not recorded, but is likely to be the majority of this time as external ramping is the 
default process at the RAH.  
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4.2 Frequency and duration of Delays in TOC of mental health presentations at different 
SA hospitals 

 
Table 3: Delayed Transfer of Care of MH ambulance presentations, by time of delay and hospital in 
SA: Major metropolitan hospitals, 2018 

 

 RAH TQEH FMC LMH 
TOTAL MH 

presentations by 
ambulance 

2722 1592 1592 1380 

(% of all MH ED 
presentations in SA by 
ambulance occurring 

at that hospital) 

24.7% 14.5% 14.5% 12.6% 

All MH delayed TOC  
(i.e. > 30 mins) 

1255 513 565 816 

(% of MH ambulance 
presentations at that 
hospital experiencing 

delayed TOC) 

46.2% 32.2% 35.5% 59.1% 

(% of all delayed TOC 
in SA occurring at that 

hospital) 

33.3% 13.6% 15% 21.7% 

All MH delayed TOC > 
60 mins 

369 101 127 42 

(% of all MH 
ambulance 

presentations at that 
hospital with delayed 

TOC > 60mins) 

13.6% 6.3% 8% 3% 

(% of all delayed TOC 
in SA > 60 mins 

occurring at that 
hospital) 

54.5% 14.9% 18.8% 6.2% 

All MH delayed TOC > 
120 mins 

94 33 18 2 

(% of all delayed TOC  
> 120 mins in SA 
occurring at that 

hospital) 

63.9% 22.4% 12.2% 1.4% 

All MH delayed TOC > 
180 mins 

15 7 1 0 

(% of all delayed TOC  
> 180 mins in SA 
occurring at that 

hospital) 

65.2% 30.4% 4.3% 0% 
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A third of all delayed TOC in SA occurred at the RAH, more than any other hospital.  However, the 
RAH was also the hospital with the greatest number of total mental health presentations by 
ambulance, receiving a quarter of all MH presentations by ambulance in SA, compared to between 
12% and 15% for each of the other three metropolitan hospitals.  Therefore it is reasonable to 
expect the RAH to have more total delayed TOC of MH consumers than any other hospital.  What is 
more relevant is the proportion of MH presentations by ambulance at each hospital that 
experienced a delayed TOC.  By this measure, the LMH has the highest proportion (almost 60%) 
followed by the RAH (just under 50%), followed by TQEH and FMC with just over 30%. 

The proportion of MH consumers with a delayed TOC at the RAH becomes more significant as the 
delayed times become longer, with the RAH accounting for over half of MH consumers in SA ramped 
for more than an hour and close to two thirds of consumers ramped for more than two hours and 
three hours.  It is worth noting that CALHN EDs (RAH + TQEH) accounted for 22 of the 23 consumers 
ramped more than 3 hours.  The RAH also had the highest proportion of their MH presentations by 
ambulance experiencing delays in TOC over one hour (13.6%), with TQEH and FMC about half this 
figure.  In contrast, whilst the LMH has a high percentage of their consumers with delays of TOC over 
30minutes (59%), these consumers are almost all transferred within one hour, with only 3% being 
delayed for more than one hour, and only two consumers delayed for more than 2 hours (and none 
for more than 3 hours). 

 
Case Study 
A woman in her 20s, with a known borderline personality disorder was attended by SAAS 
after her mother called them.  Her mother was concerned about her anger, hitting her head 
on a wall and voicing suicidal thoughts.  She was brought to TQEH ED at 1800 hours.  SAAS 
notes state that she had a “calm manner, (was) compliant with SAAS, pleasant” and “wanted 
something done”.  She was ramped for 4 hours 33 minutes at TQEH ED. 
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Table 4: Delayed Transfer of care of MH ambulance presentations, by time of delay and hospital in 
SA: Other metropolitan and country hospitals 

 Modbury Noarlunga WACH All Country All private 
TOTAL MH 

presentations by 
ambulance 

496 1041 1252 67 8 

(% of all MH ED 
presentations in SA 

by ambulance at 
that hospital) 

4.5% 9.5% 11.4% 0.6% 0.07% 

All MH delayed TOC  
(i.e. > 30 mins) 

114 309 168 15 3 

(% of MH 
presentations at 

that hospital 
experiencing 
delayed TOC) 

23% 29.7% 13.4% 22.4% 37.5% 

(% of all delayed 
TOC in SA occurring 

at that hospital) 

3% 8.2% 4.5% 0.4% 0.08% 

All MH delayed TOC  
> 60 mins 

7 27 2 2 0 

(% of all MH 
ambulance 

presentations at 
that hospital with 

delayed TOC > 
60mins) 

1.4%% 2.6% 0.02% 2.98% 0% 

(% of all delayed 
TOC in SA > 60 mins 

occurring at that 
hospital) 

1% 4% 0.3% 0.3% 0% 

All MH delayed TOC 
> 120 mins 

0 0 0 0 0 

 
Noarlunga Hospital experiences a delayed TOC rate of about 30% and Modbury Hospital about 23%.  
The WACH, at 13%, is about half of these.  However, all of these hospitals transfer care within 60 
minutes for the vast majority of their consumers, with rates of delayed TOC beyond 60 minutes all 
below 3% of presentations, and none with a delayed TOC more than 2 hours.   
 
The low rate of total MH presentations by ambulance at country hospitals was notable, only 67 out 
of 10,994 MH presentations by ambulance being recorded.  The terms of reference suggested that 
delays in TOC may also be a problem at country hospitals, but these data do not support this, with 
less than 0.5% of all delays in TOC in SA being at country hospitals.  It may be that MH consumers are 
much more likely to be either brought in as ambulatory consumers, or brought in by SAPOL rather 
than by SAAS in rural areas.  It is possible that there may also be some missing data. 
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However, if these figures are accurate, it is a little concerning that of the 67 presentations in rural 
SA, as many as 22% had a delayed TOC of over 30 mins.  This was spread among several hospitals, 
with Mount Gambier having 4 (of 11 total presentations), Whyalla 3 (also of 11 total), South Coast 
District and Waikerie Hospitals 2 consumers and Wallaroo, Port Pirie, Port Augusta and Port Lincoln 
only one each.  Whilst the percentage of total consumers with a delayed TOC appears relatively high, 
the absolute numbers are very small in comparison to metropolitan hospitals and with only two 
delayed more than 1 hour and none more than 2 hours.  However, it must be noted that in many 
country towns there may be only one ambulance and crew available for emergency ambulance 
carries, and any delay in TOC and ambulance turnaround time has the potential to significantly 
impact the SAAS capacity to respond to the next emergency.  The reviewers heard that unavailability 
of authorised health officers to receive handover of care of control of s56 consumers may be an 
issue in some country EDs. 
 
These data suggest that delayed TOC of MH consumers is mostly a problem within the four largest 
metropolitan hospitals, especially if one looks at delayed TOC rates longer than 60 minutes.  There is 
some concern that the delayed TOC rates at the WACH are as high as 11%, given that these 
consumers are adolescents and children, and therefore particularly vulnerable.  However, almost 
99% of WACH MH presentations by ambulance have care transferred within one hour.  There were 
two adolescents who were ramped for over one hour, although these were just over the one hour 
threshold (66 and 63 mins). 

 

4.3 Frequency and duration of Delays in TOC of people with a mental illness by age group 

Table 5: Delayed TOC of MH presentations by ambulance, by age group 

Age range Number MH ED 
presentations by SAAS 

Number MH 
presentations with 
delayed TOC (> 30 mins) 

% of ED presentations 
with delayed TOC for that 
age range 

0-18 inclusive 1614 (1339 for 0-17 age) 301 (200 for 0-17 age) 18.6% (14.9% for 0-17) 
16-18 927 (656 aged 16-17) 208 (107 aged 16-17) 22.4% (16.3% aged 16-17) 
13-15 482 64 13.3% 
10-12 153 20 13.1% 
9 and younger 42 8 19% 
19-25 1948 738 37.9% 
26-44 4154 1508 36.3% 
45-64 2532 937 37% 
65-79 435 155 35.6% 
80 and older 262 109 41.6% 
 
It is somewhat reassuring that the proportion of children and adolescents with a delayed TOC in the 
child and adolescent age range (0-18) is lower than in the adult age ranges.  Whilst the absolute 
numbers become progressively smaller with younger age, it is still concerning that over 10% of 
children with a MH presentation brought in by SAAS, across all of the age ranges, experience a 
delayed TOC.  There were 8 children aged under 10 with a delayed TOC.  However, this may be an 
artefact of how the presentations were coded; there was a one-year-old infant brought to FMC 
coded as “behavioural emergency, attempted suicide or psychiatric” which we suggest was not an 
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appropriate code.  The other nine children in this age range were 7-9 years old, with the longest 
delay being 41 minutes.  The longest period of delay for a child aged under 16 was an adolescent boy 
with a delayed TOC of 66 minutes at the WACH.  No-one in the 0-18 age range had a delayed TOC of 
more than two hours, although the longest was 119 minutes for an 18 year old woman at the RAH. 

The delayed TOC statistics for elderly MH consumers is also concerning.  Although total numbers are 
small in comparison with other adults, 37.8% of all elderly MH consumers aged 65 and over had TOC 
delayed, and 42% of those aged 80 and over had TOC delayed.  This is concerning given the potential 
vulnerability of elderly persons with a mental health presentation.  One elderly woman aged 89 had 
TOC delayed at the QEH for over 3 hours (196 minutes) and a 103-year-old man experienced a delay 
in TOC of 53 minutes at the LMH. 

Case Study 
An adolescent boy diagnosed with autism was brought in by SAAS under s56 of the MHA 
after threatening self-harm and harm toward his younger sibling.  SAAS notes record that his 
“behaviour shows nil posturing, unusual mannerisms, motor activity, speech normal, mood 
normal.  (This) resolved by the time of ambulance attendance.”  SAAS had arrived at the 
home 50 minutes prior to their arrival at WACH ED.  There was then a delay in TOC of 66 
minutes at the WACH ED.  When assessed, it was confirmed that the crisis was resolved and 
the boy was eventually discharged into his mother’s care, with CAMHS follow-up.  Discharge 
occurred 4 hours and 10 minutes after SAAS arrival at ED, and 5 hours after their arrival at 
the home.  How much of the 66 minutes delayed TOC was spent in the SAAS vehicle and 
how much within the ED under the care of SAAS officers was not recorded, although SAAS 
has stated that consumers at the WACH are almost always brought into a waiting area of the 
ED.  It is notable that although the situation appeared to the SAAS officers to have “resolved 
by the time of ambulance attendance”, discharge back home following completion of ED 
assessment did not occur until 5 hours later.  One wonders if there could have been a more 
efficient way of managing this situation 

 
Case Study 
A woman in her 80s was placed on an ITO at Wakefield Hospital after threatening to harm 
herself.  She had already been placed on a waiting list for admission to the inpatient mental 
health unit for older persons at TQEH.  The ambulance arrived at TQEH at 1430 hours, but 
TOC did not occur until 3 hours and 16 minutes later. 
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4.4 Delayed Transfer of Care Statistics from June, July and August 2019 for Section 56 
presentations by ambulance to Emergency Departments in CALHN, SALHN and NALHN 

 
SAAS provided the reviewers with a spreadsheet (the “Hospital Ambulance Liaison Officer Log”, or 
“HALO Log” for short) that shows details of mental health consumers brought to the three 
metropolitan LHNs by ambulance under Section 56 of the Mental Health Act, who experienced a 
delayed Transfer of Care of more than 30 minutes.  This provides a 3 month snapshot of recent 
issues with delayed Transfer of Care in metropolitan Adelaide. 

It needs to be noted that these figures are only for MH consumers transported to an ED by 
ambulance under Section 56 of the MHA.  Informal feedback from SAAS and hospital staff suggests 
this is about 50% of all SAAS transports of MH consumers to Emergency Departments.  The data 
presented in the previous section from 2018 included all MH ambulance presentations, so are not 
directly comparable to this data set.  It should also be noted that this data set is for each LHN, so 
CALHN includes both RAH and TQEH, SALHN includes both FMC and Noarlunga Hospital and NALHN 
LMH and Modbury Hospital. 

The key addition in this dataset is the differentiation of whether a consumer was “Delayed in 
Ambulance” (externally ramped) or “Delayed in ED” (internally ramped).  This information is useful 
for looking at different patterns of ramping/delayed TOC across the three metropolitan LHNs. 

The Tables for the three LHNs are presented on the next page. 
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SALHN 
 

 
MONTH 
2019 

Total number of 
s56 Presentations 
with Delayed TOC 

> 30 mins 

% of delayed 
TOC 30-60 

minutes 

% of Delayed 
TOC > 60 
minutes 

Total Mean 
Time for 

Delayed TOC 
> 30 mins 

% of Delayed 
TOC 

Externally 
ramped 

% of delayed 
TOC 

Internally 
Ramped 

 

JUNE 
 

 

42 
 

64% 
 

36% 
 

57 mins 
 

40% 
 

60% 
 

JULY 
 

 

40 
 

75% 
 

25% 
 

64mins 
 

52% 
 

48% 

 

AUGUST 
 

 

46 
 

67% 
 

33% 
 

64 mins 
 

63% 
 

37% 

 

TOTAL 
 

 

128 
 

69% 
 

31% 
 

62 mins 
 

52% 
 

48% 

 

 

CALHN 
 

 
MONTH 
2019 

Total number of 
s56 Presentations 
with Delayed TOC 

> 30 mins 

% of delayed 
TOC 30-60 

minutes 

% of Delayed 
TOC > 60 
minutes 

Total Mean 
Time  for 

Delayed TOC 
> 30 mins 

% of Delayed 
TOC 

Externally 
ramped 

% of delayed 
TOC 

Internally 
Ramped 

 

JUNE 
 

 

40 
 

38% 
 

62% 
 

81 mins 
 

83% 
 

17% 
 

JULY 
 

 

41 
 

49% 
 

51% 
 

71mins 
 

80% 
 

20% 

 

AUGUST 
 

 

39 
 

49% 
 

51% 
 

74 mins 
 

97% 
 

3% 

 

TOTAL 
 

 

120 
 

45% 
 

55% 
 

76 mins 
 

87% 
 

13% 

 

 

NALHN 
 

 
MONTH 
2019 

Total number of 
s56 Presentations 
with Delayed TOC 

> 30 mins 

% of delayed 
s56 TOC  

30-60 
minutes 

% of Delayed 
s56 TOC  

> 60 minutes 

Total Mean 
Time for 

Delayed TOC 
> 30 mins 

% of Delayed 
s56 TOC 

Externally 
ramped 

% of delayed 
s56 TOC 

Internally 
Ramped 

 

JUNE 
 

 

27 
 

78% 
 

22% 
 

51 mins 
 

0% 
 

100% 
 

JULY 
 

 

38 
 

89% 
 

11% 
 

44mins 
 

0% 
 

100% 

 

AUGUST 
 

 

34 
 

91% 
 

9% 
 

44 mins 
 

0% 
 

100% 

 

TOTAL 
 

 

99 
 

86% 
 

14% 
 

47 mins 
 

0% 
 

100% 
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What can be seen from these data, for MH consumers brought in under s56 of the MHA, are the 
following: 

1. LMH and Modbury often label themselves as “non-ramping hospitals” but in fact what this 
means is that they do not ramp externally.  They do ramp internally, and so delayed TOC is still 
an issue at NALHN.  The total numbers for this time period were about 20% less than the other 
two LHNs, although without figures for total ED MH presentations, it is impossible to know if this 
merely relates to a lower volume of overall presentations. 
 

2. There seems to be a direct correlation between how much an LHN ramps externally vs internally 
and A) how long ramped consumers will have their transfer of care delayed and B) how many 
ramped consumers will spend over 60 minutes being ramped: 

a. NALHN, with no external ramping, had a mean delayed TOC of 47 minutes and only 
14% of s56 consumers delayed more than 60 minutes 

b. SALHN, with 52% of s56 consumers externally ramped, had a mean delayed TOC of 
62 mins and 31% of s56 consumers delayed more than 60 minutes 

c. CALHN, with 87% of consumers externally ramped, had a mean delayed TOC of 76 
mins and 55% of consumers delayed more than 60 minutes 

This gives an indication that if a hospital can move from external ramping to more internal 
ramping, it is likely that overall ramping times will reduce and that the percentage of clients 
who have their TOC delayed for over 60 minutes will decrease. 

3. There are some trends over time in this 3 month period.  At both CALHN and SALHN, the 
percentage of consumers being externally ramped vs internally ramped rose over each of the 3 
months, for CALHN from 83% in June to 97% in August and for SALHN from 40% in June to 63% 
in August.  This is a concerning pattern, as it would be preferable to see the trend go in the other 
direction, given the observation that a higher proportion of external ramping is likely to lead to 
longer TOC delays.  The other trend was that NALHN appears to have steadily reduced the 
proportion of consumers with delayed TOC more than 60 mins from 22% in June to 9% in 
August, which is encouraging.  This was despite a higher total number of s56 consumers 
experiencing a delayed TOC in August (34) compared to June (27) 
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5. SA Health Policies on Ramping:  Ambulance Distribution for Demand 
Management Policy Directive 

This Policy Directive, approved on 18/05/2017, for which compliance is mandatory, set out the 
following requirements for ramping/external triage/delayed transfer of care. 

 
4.9 Transfer of Care from SAAS to Hospital  

Patient care is a shared responsibility between the two service providers (SAAS and the 
hospital).  The timely reception and transfer of ambulance consumers into Emergency 
Departments, or agreed designated treatment areas, is essential to delivering responsive 
and safe patient care.  Collaboration and coordination between the Emergency 
Department/hospital agreed designated treatment areas and SAAS 
paramedics/ambulance officers is critical to facilitating a coordinated approach to 
patient reception and handover processes, and achieving case completion to allow 
ambulance crews to attend other emergency call outs.  

Transfer of clinical care occurs when handover from the SAAS paramedic/ambulance 
officer to hospital clinical staff is complete, and the paramedic/ambulance officer and 
their equipment is no longer required.  

The transfer of information at the time of patient clinical handover should be timely, 
accurate and completed only once. The hospital clinician is to record the time that 
handover or transfer of care occurred in the Hospital Medical Patient Record. 
Paramedics/ambulance officers will record the same handover time on their Patient 
Report Form and notify the SAAS Emergency Operations Centre that transfer of clinical 
care is complete.  

SAAS paramedics/ambulance officers should be available for further tasking as soon as 
practicable without compromising the operational readiness of the ambulance. 

Under normal circumstances, it is expected that the ambulance crew and hospital staff 
will complete the transfer of clinical care of an ambulance patient in less than/or equal 
to 15 minutes from ambulance arrival at the hospital, and that the ambulance is 
available for further tasking as soon as practicable, without compromising the 
operational readiness of the ambulance. The following figure (figure 1) presents a 
diagrammatic view of expected completion time of transfer of care of ambulance 
consumers to the Emergency Department, or the direct admission to the agreed hospital 
designated treatment area, and case completion. 
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4.9.1 Delays in Transfer of Care  

If the SAAS paramedic/ambulance officer is not able to transfer care within 15 minutes of 
the recorded arrival time at the hospital due to access block, then the SAAS 
paramedic/ambulance officer is to escalate to the SAAS HNC when on shift and State Duty 
Manager at other times. If transfer of care has not been achieved within 30 minutes, then 
the SAAS State Duty Manager must alert the hospital COO /Executive On-Call to manage 
the delay in accordance with their strategies.  

Delays in transfer of care greater than 30 minutes, where there is a direct clinical incident 
or adverse event, will be recorded in the Safety Learning System (SLS) Incident 
Management. Hospitals should be informed of any delay as soon as possible, including the 
cause of the delay and actions taken to resolve any delay to the patient’s transfer into the 
Emergency Department or direct admission to the agreed designated treatment area.  

4.9.2 Ambulance Presentation  

The steps in the process for unplanned ambulance presentation include:  

1. Ambulance arrival to a metropolitan public hospital Emergency Department;  

2. Triage assessment of the patient by the Emergency Department clinician;  

3. Handover between the paramedic/ambulance officer and Emergency Department 
clinician;  

4. Transfer of ongoing patient care to the Emergency Department clinical team;  

5. Ambulance readiness to respond to the next emergency call.  
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The measurement of ambulance turnaround time commences with the ambulance 
arrival to the hospital ambulance arrival bay. 

The SAAS paramedic/ambulance officer records their arrival time when their vehicle 
arrives at the hospital ambulance bay. The ambulance arrival time at the hospital is 
recorded electronically in the SAAS SA Computer Aided Dispatch (SACAD) system and 
manually on the Patient Report Form.  

The hospital triage nurse is to inform SAAS paramedics/ambulance officers and the 
Hospital Nominee of any delay impacting transfer of care as soon as possible, including 
the cause of the delay and actions taken to resolve any delay. If further detailed 
information is required on delays related to the Emergency Department, the hospital 
triage nurse may refer the matter to the Emergency Department Nursing Shift 
Coordinator. If information is required about broader hospital delays impacting transfer 
of care, information is to be provided by the Flow Coordinator or Hospital Coordinator.  

SAAS paramedics/ambulance officers are to provide patient details and clinical 
information to the hospital triage nurse to enable effective clinical triage assessment to 
be performed. The triage category and time of assessment is to be recorded and 
entered in the hospital’s electronic Emergency Department system (for most sites this is 
HAS–ED or Sunrise).  

Once the patient has been triaged the patient should be moved to a cubicle, waiting 
room or holding bay until the allocated hospital clinician is available to care for the 
patient.  

To assist in timely patient clinical handover and ambulance turnaround, clinically 
appropriate consumers may be transferred from the ambulance stretcher to a chair in 
the Emergency Department waiting room to await further assessment and treatment. 
This may be considered where:  

o The patient is clinically stable;  
o The paramedic/ambulance officer and triage nurse agree it is appropriate;  
o There is patient agreement;  
o The patient’s family/carer is in attendance.  

 

The key elements which relate to delayed transfer of care are: 

There is a formal acknowledgement that the timely reception and transfer of ambulance patients 
into Emergency Departments is essential to delivering responsive and safe care.  It is impossible to 
disagree with this statement. 

The Policy explicitly states that patient care is a “shared responsibility between the two service 
providers (SAAS and hospital)” and states that “collaboration and coordination” between the two 
services “is critical”. 
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The expectation is that transfer of care is completed within 15 minutes and the ambulance should be 
ready to leave the ED and attend another task within 30 minutes of arrival (after taking up to 15 
minutes to the complete the patient record and make the vehicle ready for the next task).  For the 
purposes of this review, a delayed transfer of care has been defined as a delayed transfer of care of 
over 30 minutes, although the guidelines imply that in normal circumstances transfer of care should 
take no more than 15 minutes and the 30 minute time-point is when the ambulance should leave 
the hospital.  The Policy states that there is a target of 50% of all ambulance presentations achieving 
TOC within the 15 minute timeframe, but that it is after 30 minutes that the situation is escalated to 
the hospital COO/executive on-call and an SLS is raised if an adverse incident occurs.   

It should also be noted that the process of external ramping, i.e. consumers waiting in ambulances, 
is not mentioned in this Policy, which assumes that all delayed TOC, if it occurs, will be done 
internally.  Since external ramping does not officially exist in formal SA Health Policy, there are no 
guidelines or benchmarks to refer to for this process. 

The Delay in TOC spreadsheet for 2018 records 25-30 minute delays rather than 15-30 minute 
delays.  This is because the Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the 2018-2019 financial year set the 
Key Performance Indicator for Transfer of Care as at least 80% within 25 minutes, rather than at 
least 50% within 15 minutes.  This has since been changed to at least 90% within 30 minutes in the 
2019-2021 SLA.  This latest agreement sets benchmarks as follows:  

• TOC at least 90% within 30 minutes defined as “adequate performance”,  
• TOC between 85% and 90% within 30 minutes defined as “performance of concern” and  
• TOC less than 85% within 30 minutes defined as “under-performing”.   

In 2018, for mental health presentations, SA hospitals overall achieved 65.8% TOC within 30 minutes 
for MH presentations.  No SA hospital achieved the 90% target and only one, the WACH, achieved a 
TOC below 30 min rate above 85% (86.6%).  All others were all below 80%, with the RAH at 53.8% 
and LMH at 40.9%.  The RAH even failed to achieve the “adequate performance” 90% target for TOC 
within 60 minutes (86.4%).  Using these benchmarks in the SLA, for mental health at least, 
“underperformance” has become the norm, and “adequate performance” seemingly never occurs. 

If the 25-30 minute delays were added to the over 30 minute delays, there would be an additional 
1701 delays in TOC, which would now take the total to 5463 out of 10994 mental health ED 
presentations by ambulance, which would equate with 49.7% delayed TOC.  This means that only 
50% of cases in SA achieve a TOC within 25 minutes, which is well short of the 2018-2019 target of 
80%.  These data would also suggest that if 49.7% wait more than 25mins, then certainly more than 
50% would have waited more than 15 minutes, significantly breaching the previous “50% within 15 
minutes” target.  Therefore, whichever benchmark one uses, SA hospitals in 2018 were well short of 
TOC benchmarks for mental health presentations by ED.  Therefore, it appears that for mental 
health, and the reviewers suspect for all of health as well, “normal circumstances” are now to have 
TOC delayed. 

The Policy makes it clear that if TOC is delayed by over 30 minutes then the hospital COO/Executive 
on-call is notified and is expected to facilitate handover/transfer of care to an ED clinician.  It would 
be hoped that this process would result in transfer of care within at least another 30 minutes, i.e. 
within a total of 60 minutes.  However, transfer is still delayed beyond 60 minutes in 18% of cases 
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where the delayed TOC at 30 minutes triggers the above escalation strategy.  Therefore this 
escalation strategy has not achieved the desired outcome in one out of every five cases of delayed 
TOC (in raw numbers, meaning a total of 677 times in 2018).  The RAH, FMC and TQEH are the three 
hospitals with rates of in TOC more than 60 min greater than the state-wide mean.  As will be 
discussed in the next section, these also happen to be the three EDs in SA that use external ramping.  
This gives one clue to one of the processes that might need to be addressed in order to improve the 
problem of delayed TOC for mental health consumers. 

 

Australasian College of Emergency Medicine Statement on Ambulance Ramping (S347) 

This Statement sets out the ACEMs position on ambulance ramping, as follows: 

ACEM believes that ambulance ramping, and its related policies and protocols, should not be 
allowed to occur. Where it does occur, it is an indicator of systemic health care dysfunction that 
reduces patient safety and increases the risk of adverse health outcomes.  

Ambulance ramping provides a KPI to health system managers and hospital management of the 
prevalence of access block and ED overcrowding. When inpatient hospital services are unable to 
meet demand, patients remain in the ED, which reduces the capacity of the hospital to accept new 
patients, including ambulance arrivals. When this occurs, hospital management must respond. 

ACEM calls for the establishment of nationally consistent data parameters for measurement of 
(ambulance ramping) times. 

 

The ACEM position Statement also lists the following adverse consequences of ambulance ramping: 

Adverse patient outcomes, poor patient experiences and higher health system costs are associated 
with ambulance ramping. Some of these include: 

• Delayed access to definitive assessment and care because of slowed ambulance response times. 

• Delays in the timeliness of ambulance responses due to fewer crews available to cover the same 
geographic areas. These delays are captured in deteriorating response times for critical and 
emergent patients. 

• Ambulance workforce undersupply and a lack of investment in infrastructure to meet demand, 
with greater overtime costs. 

• Financial penalties on ambulance services and hospitals when KPIs for ambulance services and EDs 
are not met. 

• Adverse publicity leading to poor staff morale and negative public perceptions of the health 
system. 

• Increased stress and interpersonal conflict between patients, paramedics and ED staff. 
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The ACEM recommends that ambulance services and hospitals should both record the time of entry 
of the consumer into the ED and the time of handover of care from ambulance staff to hospital staff. 
SAAS data currently records the latter, but not the former. 

The ACEM positions statement suggests the following benchmarks (which are similar to, but not the 
same as, the latest South Australian SLA): 

• Within 15 minutes of arriving at an ED, 85% of patients should have their handover completed.  
• Within 20 minutes of arriving at an ED, 95% of patients should have their handover completed.  
• Within 30 minutes of arriving at an ED, 100% of patients should have their handover completed.  

These benchmarks are stricter than the SLA benchmarks, which sit at 50% within 15 minutes, 80% 
within 25 minutes and 90% within 30 minutes. 

The position statement also states that Routine delays over 30 minutes are symptomatic of 
significant system failures or severe ED overload and, if occurring regularly, should trigger a 
systematic review of the hospital and ED. Any episode over 60 minutes should initiate an incident 
review involving the Director of Emergency Medicine, hospital administrators and appropriate 
ambulance personnel. 

If the above recommendation were followed in SA, there would have been 677 such reviews 
conducted in SA in 2018 for mental health consumers alone, almost two for every day of the year, 
and one for every day of the year at the RAH, which had 369 such delays of more than 60 minutes, 
purely for mental health.  With these figures, if the ACEM recommendation were followed, the 
Directors of Emergency Medicine would have little time for any other duties. 
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6. Site Visits to Metropolitan Emergency Departments in Adelaide 

 

The reviewers visited the ED at FMC, RAH and LMH, to understand how problems with ramping of 
mental health consumers were managed at each site.  A range of ED and mental health staff was 
interviewed at each site.  These visits found considerable variation in how mental health consumers 
were managed when hospitals were congested. 

 

Flinders Medical Centre 

The ambulance bay for the FMC ED is located one level above ground level, and is the only hospital 
visited that has a physical ramp leading into the ambulance bay.  By somewhat of a coincidence, at 
the time we visited the FMC ED, there were two ambulances lined up, one behind the other, on the 
physical ramp, waiting to enter the ambulance bay, which was filled with parked ambulances.  This is 
ramping is in purest form!  

The FMC ED Staff reported that when on Code White they externally triage the consumer by having 
one of the SAAS crew come to the triage desk, with the other SAAS officer remaining in the vehicle 
with the consumer.  If the triage category is 1 or 2, the consumer is quickly brought into the ED, 
often into a resuscitation room.  The FMC staff reported that all mental health consumers who were 
restrained (or had been restrained during the transport) were triaged to categories 1 or 2 and would 
not be kept restrained in the ambulance.  Interviews with SAAS personnel confirmed that this is the 
case, and that it would be an exceptional circumstance for a restrained consumer not to be brought 
quickly into the ED.  The FMC ED staff reported that they do not personally assess or meet the 
consumer whilst they are on the ambulance, relying on the SAAS officer’s report to allocate a triage 
category.  One of the ED consultants reported anecdotally that he did, on one occasion, venture out 
to the ambulance bay and personally assess a (non-mental health) consumer who was in the back of 
the ambulance, but that he was reprimanded the next day when SAAS complained to FMC executive 
that this was not appropriate.  The full circumstances of this anecdote are unknown, and we only 
heard one side of this single event, but it would seem surprising if SAAS did not welcome such 
involvement of ED staff in assessing the consumer whilst in the ambulance, as an interview with the 
Medstar consultant had reported that SAAS staff wanted ED staff to come and engage with the 
consumer whilst they were externally triaged.  However, SAAS officers interviewed did report that 
whilst the consumer remains in the SAAS vehicle (and under their care) they can only provide 
medication and treatment according to SAAS guidelines, so if the ED assessment recommends 
medication or intervention that is outside of these guidelines, the SAAS staff cannot administer it.  
This may create a barrier to collaborative care between ED and SAAS staff whilst the consumer is 
externally ramped. 

The FMC ED staff reported that they sometimes have the consumer brought into the FMC ambulant 
waiting area, if they are suitable to sit on a chair in the waiting room.  They estimated that this is the 
case for about 50% of mental health consumers brought in by ambulance.  If they do this, they 
require the SAAS officers to remain in the waiting room with the consumer, as they cannot accept 
transfer of care until the consumer is brought into an assessment space, such as a cubicle.  If the 
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consumer is not suitable to sit in the waiting room, and needs to remain on a barouche, they are 
required to wait in the back of the ambulance.  If the HALO Data from June to August 2019 is 
representative, the estimate of 50% brought into the hospital space and 50% left waiting in the 
ambulance is quite accurate, as the figures for internal and external ramping at FMC were 48% and 
52% respectively.  The Ambulance Distribution for Demand Management Policy Directive states that 
the consumer should agree, and a carer should be present, for this transfer to the waiting room to 
occur.  FMC staff gave no indication that these requirements were being met. 

FMC ED staff have an internal policy for mental health consumers brought in under s56, requiring a 
security officer to be present with the consumer, as the consumer is considered an “unknown 
quantity” (and potentially an absconding risk) until clinical staff have completed an assessment.  This 
often necessitates calling in extra security officers, which can take up to an hour.  FMC will usually 
not accept handover of care and control until this security officer becomes available.  SAAS officers 
are asked to wait with the consumer since TOC has not occurred, and they retain care and control 
until the security officer arrives.  SAAS officers are also required to wait with the consumer until the 
security officer arrives after they had been transferred to a cubicle.  This has led to SAAS officers 
feeling that they are being asked to act as de facto security officers, and leads to an extended period 
of internal ramping.  SAAS has been involved in negotiations with FMC to allow a risk assessment 
earlier to determine if a security guard is needed, and to allow earlier TOC if not required, but as at 
the time of writing this report, this does not occur. 

The reviewers toured the Emergency Department.  It is a crowded, busy space with narrow corridors 
and very few open spaces.  

           

The reviewers could not identify any empty spaces that could be used to accommodate barouches 
within the FMC ED whilst consumers waited to be allocated a cubicle.  The use of corridor spaces 
would appear to create an occupational health and safety hazard by blocking vital access routes.  
The reviewers accepted that FMC cannot internally ramp mental health consumers (or indeed any 
consumers) on barouches within the current physical configuration of the ED. 

 

The Royal Adelaide Hospital 

The RAH ED is situated at ground level, and includes a large Ambulance Bay.  Similar to FMC, when 
on Code White, the RAH requires the consumer to remain in the ambulance whilst one officer 
presents to the triage desk to provide information, and a triage category is assigned based on this 
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verbal report.  This policy is quite explicit, with a large white board facing the ambulance bay that 
advises SAAS crew to attend the triage desk on their own, with the consumer remaining in the 
vehicle, when Code White is operating.  The triage nurses usually do not see the consumer, although 
on the day of our visit the triage nurse on duty stated that it was her personal policy to venture out 
of the triage doors and meet the consumer in the ambulance, to confirm the triage category 
allocated.  However, this is not the usual triage practice at the RAH.   

                       

SAAS ambulance officer representatives reported that they would very much prefer ED staff to come 
out and assess the consumer in the ambulance when externally triaging, rather than simply receive a 
report from the ambulance officer.  Of course, they would also very much prefer to bring the 
consumer into the ED in a timely manner and have them triaged internally. 

The RAH staff reported that they did not use an option to ask the SAAS to bring consumers into the 
ambulant waiting room.  The ED staff also did not believe that there were any safe or vacant internal 
spaces that could be used to accommodate consumers on SAAS barouches.  Therefore, the majority 
of consumers ramped at the RAH are externally ramped.  The HALO Log for June-August 2019 
confirms this, with 87% of CALHN MH consumers brought in by s56 being ramped externally. 

Ramping at the RAH has also necessitated redesign of the ambulance bay.  Previously 
ambulances came in and parked facing North Terrace, with consumers in the back being 
hidden from view.  However, with ramping, ambulances are left running to maintain air 
conditioning, and this causes a build-up of diesel fumes in the ambulance bay.  This led to 
several hazard notices being issued at the RAH in regard to diesel fumes in the ambulance 
bay.  This OH&S issue is one reason why triage nurses are reluctant to venture out into the 
ambulance bay to assess consumers.  A large exhaust fan has been installed and ambulances 
have had to be turned around so their front now faces inward and the rear outward.  
However, this means that consumers being unloaded are visible from North Terrace, 
compromising privacy.  A temporary visual screen has been erected, to be replaced by a 
more permanent screen in the future.  When the hospital was designed and built it was 
assumed that ramping would not occur, and therefore the design did not take it into 
account.   

Despite the expectations of those who planned the new RAH that the model of care would ensure 
that ramping did not occur, according to SAAS staff, ramping has occurred from the first day the new 
RAH opened and has escalated since.  In fact, the impression of SAAS staff was that the incidence of 
ramping at the RAH almost doubled on the day the old RAH closed and the new RAH opened.  SAAS 
staff also reported that RAH triage staff coming out into the ambulance bay to externally triage the 
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consumer was relatively common at the old RAH, but has become rare at the new RAH, mostly due 
to issues with the diesel fumes.  Of course, despite these fumes, the SAAS officers are still required 
to work in this space, which is of concern. 

The reviewers also toured the RAH Emergency Department.  It is a space filled with numerous 
narrow corridors but few large open spaces.  It seems designed to function well when it is not 
congested, but has little space to accommodate extra consumers on barouches when numbers 
exceed its designated capacity.   

               

The mental health team can view the patient tracking system and see when mental health 
consumers have been externally ramped, but they do not commence any assessment until the 
consumer is brought into a cubicle in the ED.  When the ED is on Code White, the ED is congested 
with a large number of consumers, many of them mental health consumers, so the ED mental health 
staff are very busy assessing and managing these consumers in the ED and have little capacity to 
extend their work to consumers externally ramped.  In addition, one of the main causes of access 
block in the RAH ED are mental health consumers who have been assessed as requiring admission, 
but are waiting for a bed to become available.  The ED mental health clinicians also manage these 
acutely unwell consumers, further limiting their capacity to undertake additional work. 

The reviewers did not visit TQEH Emergency Department, but delayed TOC, including for mental 
health consumers, is as much a problem there as it is at all metropolitan EDs.  SAAS and CALHN staff 
(and confirmed by the HALO Log) report that consumers at TQEH are mostly externally ramped in a 
similar fashion to the RAH.  According to SAAS staff, diesel fumes are also a problem outside TQEH 
ED, and an exhaust fan has also been installed there. 

 

Lyell McEwin Hospital 

The LMH ED manages delayed transfer of care quite differently to the other two major metropolitan 
hospitals.  The LMH staff proudly declared themselves to be a non-ramping hospital, and whilst this 
in reality means that they internally ramp rather than externally ramp, it does seem to create a 
better experience for the consumer, and the HALO Log indicates that it leads to shorter delayed TOC 
periods and fewer consumers delayed for over one hour.  All triaging is done internally, with the 
ambulance officers bringing the consumer into the triage area soon after the ambulance’s arrival.  
The triage nurse always assesses the consumer when allocating a triage category.  After triaging, the 
ambulance officers and consumer are taken into the ED area and wait at the entry to the large 
central staff station to be allocated a cubicle (if one is available), or wait in the wide corridor 
alongside the long central staff station if the ED is congested (which is common).  When several 
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consumers are ramped, they are lined up end to end along this corridor, immediately in front of the 
staff station, and so are visible to all ED staff.  In extreme situations, this line-up may extend into an 
adjacent (but also relatively wide) corridor.  The SAAS officers remain with the consumer, until 
transfer of care occurs and the consumer has been placed in an assessment space/cubicle.  The 
consumer remains on the SAAS barouche until they go into a cubicle, and since the SAAS officers 
cannot leave the hospital without their barouche, they are obliged to remain with the consumer, 
even if the hospital also provides some care or allocates a security officer.  Both LMH staff and SAAS 
staff report that there is a greater sense of collaboration between SAAS and ED staff about 
interacting with and managing the consumer.  As the consumer is within the hospital, interventions 
or medication that are outside the SAAS guidelines can be provided if required.  The LMH ED and MH 
staff reported that they work hard to make a cubicle available and data from 2018, as well as the 
HALO Log data, reveal that the LMH is much less likely than the other metropolitan hospitals to have 
consumers experience a delayed TOC of over one hour. 

LMH staff undertake a risk assessment as part of triage and if mental health consumers are not 
under the MHA and deemed to be of low risk, they may be asked to wait on a seat in the waiting 
room.  If they do this, the SAAS officers are released and leave the hospital, which is in contrast to 
the practice at FMC.  However, all consumers brought in under s56 remain on the SAAS barouche, 
with the SAAS officers accompanying them until a formal handover of care and control to one of the 
hospital’s authorised officers occurs.   

The NALHN Mental Health Clinical Director reported that the major cause of delay in a mental health 
consumer’s journey was from the time of decision to admission to time of transfer to an acute 
inpatient ward.  This means the consumer stays in a cubicle for an extended period, blocking access 
for new consumers, who are therefore ramped internally.  This is a root cause of access block in all 
metropolitan EDs, and the occurrence of ramping seems unlikely to stop until this issue is addressed.  
The Clinical Director outlined a plan to address this, with a business case having been made to 
establish a 20-bed Hospital at Home Team.  This plan, if implemented, is likely to increase acute 
inpatient capacity and reduce the need for ramping, and should be commended and funded.  The 
LMH also reported that a federally funded initiative, the Salisbury Walk-in Clinic, provided an 
alternative acute assessment service located outside the LMH ED, thus diverting consumers away 
from the ED.  When the time-limited federal funding finished, it was expected that the state 
government would fund the service to allow it to continue.  Unfortunately, this did not happen and 
the service closed.  
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7. Specific Issues related to Ramping and Delayed TOC Practices across SA 

 

External vs Internal Ramping at SA Metropolitan Hospitals  

RAH and TQEH mostly externally ramp mental health (and all other) consumers, FMC externally and 
internally ramps (either in the waiting room or in a cubicle whilst waiting for a security officer) in 
roughly equal proportions, and LMH internally ramps all of its mental health consumers.   

There are several issues related to the process of external ramping: 

• Category 1 consumers are brought into the ED immediately and category 2 consumers 
should be brought in within 10 minutes.  FMC and RAH, as well as SAAS, report that 
consumers who are restrained in the SAAS vehicle are almost always triaged at least as 
category 2 and are rarely externally ramped.  However, most mental health consumers are 
triaged as category 3 or lower, and are subject to external ramping. 

• The ED triage team (usually) does not assess, greet or interact with the consumer, instead 
assigning a triage category based on SAAS officer information.  The description of this 
process creates an image of the ED door as a symbolic barrier separating the hospital’s 
territory from the SAAS territory.  There is some variation in this practice, with some 
individual triage staff members electing to meet the consumer in the ambulance, although 
this also depends on their workload.  The occupational health and safety concerns with 
diesel fume accumulation in the ambulance bay have been noted already, and these are a 
major reason for nurses being unwilling to venture into the ambulance bay. 

• There is very little shared care between ED staff and SAAS staff, as required in the SA Health 
Policy, with SAAS staff providing continuous care while their consumer waits to gain entry 
into the ED.  The impression gained was that the ED staff do not take ownership of the 
consumers whilst they wait in the ambulance bay, and only engage when the consumer 
eventually comes through the door into the hospital.  

• Consumers may have limited access to usual comfort requirements, such as toilets, water, 
food etc., whilst waiting in SAAS vehicle, although there are some facilities within the ED 
waiting room that might be accessed.  This ease of this access is disputed between SAAS 
staff and hospital staff, with SAAS officers interviewed reporting that there are times that 
access to toilets is restricted. 

• Apart from the occupational health and safety concerns with diesel fume accumulation, 
having ambulances wait for extended periods with the engine running does seem to be a 
waste of fuel, and adds an unnecessary cost to running the ambulance service.   

• The main argument in favour of this model is that it limits physical overcrowding of the ED, 
which would occur if narrow corridors were filled with consumers on SAAS barouches (as 
well as with the SAAS staff monitoring them).  This might create significant occupational 
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health and safety risks, as well as clinical safety risks, in what is already a busy and crowded 
environment.   

The hospitals where consumers do wait within SAAS vehicles (RAH, TQEH, FMC) are those 
that have severely limited physical space in non-assessment areas to accommodate these 
additional barouches. 

• There is also the concern that ED and mental health staff are already very busy assessing, 
treating and managing the large number of consumers already cared for within the ED, and 
do not have time and resources to provide care to those ramped in ambulances.  The 
diversion of staff resources and time away from ED consumers to those being ramped might 
cause further delays in assessing and thus discharging consumers from the ED, thereby 
inadvertently exacerbating the problem. 

There are also several issues with internal ramping. 

• This requires a physical space within the ED footprint to accommodate consumers being 
managed on SAAS barouches, whilst waiting for a cubicle or other ED assessment space.  The 
LMH, by virtue of its design with a wide corridor immediately in front of a large central staff 
station, can exclusively ramp internally, but the RAH, TQEH and FMC do not have such 
physical spaces to “park” SAAS barouches.  Our site visits confirmed this absence of 
alternative spaces at RAH and FMC.  Other hospitals, such as Noarlunga, WACH and country 
hospitals, ramp internally when they are ramping. 

• It is clear is that the vast majority of internally ramped MH consumers at LMH were 
transferred within the 30-60 min timeframe, resulting in the LMH having the lowest rate of 
delayed TOC over 60 minutes of all major metropolitan hospitals.  With this internal ramping 
model, whilst delays of TOC over 30 minutes are still common (and reflect the universal 
problems of access block and unavailability of inpatient mental health beds), the eventual 
TOC is much more likely to occur before the 60 minute time-point than in hospitals where 
external ramping operates, and overall delayed TOC times are shorter.  There does appear to 
be a plausible reason for this. The internally ramped consumer is much more visible to ED 
staff, who have already personally engaged with them and commenced collaborative care. 

• Receiving consumers on SAAS barouches within a non-assessment, non-treatment space has 
the potential to cause problems with physical overcrowding and therefore sub-optimal care, 
although it can be argued that remaining in the back of an ambulance is also clearly sub-
optimal care.  When hospital EDs become crowded, there is convincing evidence3 that the 
quality of care suffers, and there is a limit to how many consumers can be safely managed 
within the physical space of an ED. 

• Receiving consumers internally into the ED may give an artificial appearance that ramping is 
not occurring at that hospital, as ambulances and consumers are not visible on the physical 
ramp/ambulance bay outside the hospital ED.  However, transfer of care has still not 
occurred, the SAAS staff cannot retrieve their barouche and leave the ED to undertake new 
tasks.  Therefore this process might be described as hiding the problem rather than 
genuinely fixing it.  The LMH describes itself as a “non-ramping hospital”, but it is still a 
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delayed TOC hospital.  It is important to acknowledge that moving all hospitals to internal 
ramping would only create an artificial appearance that ramping had ended, but would not 
address the problem of delayed TOC and the impact of having SAAS resources tied up at 
hospital Emergency Departments.  SAAS representatives made it clear that they want 
government and health system efforts to be directed toward ending all forms of delayed 
TOC, and that internal ramping is still a sign of a dysfunctional system and should not be 
accepted as a reasonable practice. 

• Hospital staff also pointed out if internal ramping were the norm, it would likely receive less 
media attention and be less of a political liability for governments, decreasing incentive to 
allocate the resources required to genuinely address the issue of ED access block.  The fear is 
that internal ramping would be allowed to continue indefinitely, or get steadily worse, 
creating serious OH&S concerns and leading to unsafe patient care in these overcrowded 
EDs. 

 

Discrepancies between hospital and SAAS staff about how Delayed TOC times are 
calculated 

A consistent message received from FMC, RAH and LMH staff was that they do not fully trust the 
accuracy of Delayed TOC figures generated by SAAS, and believe that to some degree these 
exaggerated the magnitude of the problem.  For example, they believe that the time of arrival at the 
ED, automatically generated by GPS tracking of SAAS vehicles, often records the ambulance as 
“arrived at ED” when it is near the hospital, but still on the road outside, and perhaps a few minutes 
away.  They also believe that there can be a delay between ambulance arrival and the officers 
presenting at triage, especially if they know in advance the hospital is “ramping” (i.e. on Code 
White).  It would not be surprising if SAAS crews, knowing that a delay in TOC is inevitable, might not 
be in a hurry to present to triage, especially for non-urgent or stable cases.  It should be noted that 
the ACEM recommends ED Notification Time (when the SAAS crew presents at the hospital Triage 
Desk to notify the Triage Team that they have a consumer who needs to be triaged) be the 
commencement point for Transfer of Care Time3, rather than ambulance arrival time, as the hospital 
cannot affect the process until the SAAS officer presents for triage.  In fact, hospitals consider the 
time a Triage Category is assigned (the completion of the triage process) as the commencement of 
TOC time, which itself may be a few minutes after the SAAS officers first present.  This few minutes’ 
discrepancy may seem inconsequential, but can give rise to mistrust about accuracy of data.  Ideally, 
there would be universal agreement and accurate recording by all parties of exactly when the TOC 
time commences.  The ACEM recommendation of ED Notification Time seems a good place to start. 

There was also a perception from ED staff that there can be a delay between the time the hospital 
accepts handover of care and the time the SAAS officers manually record this on their Patient Clinical 
Record (PCR) and/or notify the SAAS dispatch that handover has occurred.  Again, these differences 
in time should be small, but the presence of such discrepancies, however small, gives rise to mistrust 
around accuracy of data.   

The reviewers noted that in some instances there was considerable variation between the TOC times 
recorded on the SAAS PCR and the TOC times provided on the 2018 SAAS TOC spreadsheet, for the 
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same incident of delayed TOC.  One example was a man presenting to the QEH where the PCR 
recorded arrival as 1938 hours and TOC as 2125 hours, a total of 1 hour and 47 minutes, but the TOC 
spreadsheet recorded the TOC time for this man as 3 hours and 4 minutes, which is 70% greater 
than the PCR amount.  The PCR is manually completed by SAAS officers, and is not relied upon for 
formal TOC data.  In this example, both durations are unacceptable, regardless of the discrepancy in 
TOC times recorded.  However, if the problem is to be understood and addressed, hospital and SAAS 
staff need to have confidence in the accuracy of data about TOC times. 

It should be noted that these differences in how commencement and completion of TOC times are 
recorded will usually only add up to a few minutes.  These relatively small discrepancies do not 
account for the very large amounts by which ramping figures for MH in SA hospitals fall so far below 
SA Health benchmarks.  Ultimately, everyone interviewed, SAAS and hospital staff alike, 
acknowledged that ramping occurs much more than it should, is not good for patient care and 
should never occur in a well-functioning system. 

These disputes between hospital and SAAS staff about accuracy of data have led to a degree of 
tension between hospital ED staff and SAAS staff.  One would ordinarily expect SAAS and hospital ED 
staff to be mutually supportive in their working relationship.  However, this review identified some 
divisive mistrust between these two services over the causes and consequences of ramping.  This 
outcome was also included in the ACEM list of adverse consequences of ramping3 and is an 
unfortunate consequence of the practice of ramping. 

The SAAS is strongly opposed to ramping.  This was made clear by the SAAS representatives with 
whom we met.  The SAAS Industrial Association has been consistently demanding an end to 
ramping.  The SAAS view is that hospitals can and must find solutions to stop the practice of 
ramping.  On the other hand, ED clinicians see the problem as being driven by access block in the ED, 
itself primarily driven by delays in transferring consumers requiring admission into inpatient beds in 
a timely manner.  Delayed transfer is particularly problematic in mental health.  There is a degree of 
helplessness about how, or even if, the health system can address the problems of access block and 
ED overcrowding.   

There also appeared to be some differences in how SAAS and ED staff recounted certain practices 
around ramping.  

• SAAS staff reported significant problems with access for consumers and SAAS staff to 
toilets/refreshments inside the ED, but ED staff said that such access was usually readily 
available to SAAS crews and consumers. 

• SAAS staff reported that at FMC, SAAS crews and consumers were, in most circumstances, 
required to remain in their vehicles, whereas FMC ED staff believed that more often 
consumers were brought into the ambulant waiting room to sit on chairs (still accompanied 
by SAAS officers) and that it was a minority, who needed to remain on a barouche for clinical 
care, being asked to remain in the vehicle.  In fact, the HALO Log Data suggests it is about 
50:50. 

• RAH ED staff reported that in their ED, if a consumer is brought into the waiting room to sit 
on a chair, the SAAS staff would decline to remain with the consumer, deterring RAH ED staff 
from permitting ramped consumers to be given a seat in the waiting room.  However, SAAS 
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officers reported they would stay with the consumer in any ED waiting space until formal 
handover occurred, and ED staff at LMH and FMC confirmed this claim, so it is unclear why 
the practice would be different at the RAH. 
 

Management of Mental Health consumers brought in under Section 56 of the MHA 

Availability of Authorised Health Officers at receiving hospitals 

• For a person brought in by SAAS under s56, handover must be to another authorised officer 
who can then exercise care and control under s56 of the MHA.  Whilst the MHA identifies 
mental health clinicians and ambulance officers as authorised officers, any other clinician 
must be approved by the Chief Psychiatrist, and requires specific training about the 
responsibilities required to act as an authorised officer. 

• SAAS reported that there was variation in the number and availability in EDs of authorised 
officers under the MHA who could accept handover of care and control for a person brought 
in by ambulance.   

• In some metropolitan hospitals, several of the ED nurses have been trained and designated 
as authorised officers, but in others the list of available authorised officers is more 
restricted, especially after hours and overnight.  SAAS reported that at Noarlunga Hospital 
there is only one designated authorised officer on duty overnight, and that if that person is 
busy, or on a break, SAAS officers have to wait before they can hand over care.  Availability 
of authorised officers at the hospital can also be a dilemma for country hospitals. 

Payment of ambulance costs for transport of mental health consumers brought in under s56 

• It is current policy that the LHN to which a consumer is brought under either s56 of the 
MHA, or an ITO, pays for the cost of that ambulance transport, with no cost passed on to the 
consumer.  On the surface, this seems reasonable, as it would seem unfair to bill a consumer 
for a transport they didn’t ask for, when they are being transported against their will and 
have no option to decline the transport. 

• However, this cost can be substantial for a LHN.  LMH reported that ambulance carries 
under the MHA cost $177,000 for the month of October 2019 alone. 

• SAAS expressed concern that if consumers are aware of this billing arrangement, there is a 
perverse incentive for them to be uncooperative, triggering a s56 order which entitles them 
to free ambulance transport to the ED. SAAS believes that if they engage with the consumer 
and successfully encourage the person to come willingly to the ED, therefore avoiding the 
use of s56, the consumer is then “punished” by being given a $1,000 ambulance bill, 
whereas the transport would have been free if they had maintained their resistance, or the 
SAAS officers had not attempted to persuade them.  The MHA enshrines a principal of least 
restrictive care, and it is appropriate for SAAS officers to try to avoid using s56 if they can, 
but it does seem perverse for the consumer to then be charged $1,000 for the privilege of 
less restrictive care. 

• Whilst many consumers might be unaware of this financial incentive to be uncooperative, it 
could be argued that as part of a duty of full financial disclosure, similar to what is expected 
of private hospitals and private practitioners, consumers should be fully informed of the 
potential costs to them if they voluntarily accept transport to the ED.   
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• It should be clear that any policy that creates an incentive, however much unintended, for 
more restrictive care to be used, should not be continued. 
 
Case Example 
A middle aged woman with substance addiction living in the Adelaide Hills experienced an 
acute crisis and was transported to the local hospital in an Adelaide Hills town.  The medical 
officer at the hospital recommended transfer to a metropolitan hospital for mental health 
evaluation.  The SAAS PCR states: “Patient refused transport via SAAS due to cost, 
(therefore) detained by doctor on Level 1 ITO”.  The woman was taken to FMC, which would 
have been billed for the transport.  The PCR describes her mental state as follows: “calm and 
compliant, listening to music, she wants help with addiction, requesting mental and medical 
assessment.”  It would appear that the use of an ITO for an otherwise calm and cooperative 
person, purely to facilitate SAAS transport due to an unwillingness of the consumer to pay 
for it, does not follow the spirit of the least restrictive care principles of the MHA. 

 
Capacity for hospitals to undertake a risk assessment for s56 consumers whilst they are ramped  

• This review has already highlighted the variation in how different hospitals are prepared to 
undertake a risk assessment of consumers brought in by s56.  At FMC, the consumer is 
regarded as an “unknown quantity” and a security officer is required to manage the 
potential risk of absconding, without any actual assessment of that risk.  This can delay TOC.  
At other hospitals, for example the LMH, a risk assessment is undertaken collaboratively 
with the SAAS staff and if the consumer is deemed low risk a security officer is not allocated. 

• It should be possible for such a risk assessment to determine whether holding the consumer 
under s56 needs to be continued, especially if the consumer, upon arrival, expresses a 
willingness to wait voluntarily in the ED for the assessment to occur.  In such a case, waiting 
for formal handover of s56 care and control to an authorised officer might not be required. 

• A recent audit by the LMH, reported by the Clinical Director during the LMH site visit, 
revealed that of the consumers brought in under s56, 20% require a mental health 
admission, 20% require a medical admission and 60% are discharged home from the ED.  
This indicates that up to 60% of persons brought in under s56 do not subsequently require 
any orders under the MHA to facilitate treatment, and will be managed in the community.  It 
seems possible that if the capacity for a community-based intervention were improved, such 
consumers might not require the use of s56 in the first place. 
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8. Consequences of ramping and delayed transfer of care 

There are myriad potential and actual adverse consequences of delayed TOC/ramping as a practice.  
We discuss some of these here, although it should be obvious to all why ramping is a problematic 
practice, and why it should be minimised, or preferably, not occur at all. 

8.1. Impact on SAAS service delivery 

8.1.1. Delay in ambulance release to other jobs 

This is one of the main adverse consequences of delayed TOC, and is a problem with 
ramping for all consumers, not just mental health.  SAAS vehicles and staff need to turn 
around their service at the ED to which they deliver their consumer, in order to be free 
to respond to another task requiring ambulance attendance or paramedic 
intervention.  Ambulances waiting at hospital EDs are unavailable for new tasks, and 
this can cause delays in ambulance response times across the city and the state.  This 
has the strong potential to cause adverse outcomes for persons experiencing a medical 
or mental health emergency, and longer delays for those people requiring an 
ambulance carry for less urgent transport.  There are doubtless a number of cases 
where this delay has had an adverse impact on someone’s health, and potentially on 
their life.  This issue may be especially problematic in rural areas where there may be 
only one ambulance in a town. 
 

8.1.2. SAAS Staff are not trained to provide mental health nursing care and monitoring over 
an extended period of time 

Whilst mental health consumers are being ramped, either in the back of the SAAS 
vehicle, or in a corridor or other space within an ED, one SAAS officer remains with the 
consumer at all times, to monitor and provide care.  Whilst paramedic officers are 
highly skilled in a range of emergency assessments and interventions, they are not 
particularly trained in ongoing observation and monitoring of mental health needs 
over longer periods of time, which are part of the core skill set of mental health 
nursing staff.   
 

8.1.3. The unsuitability of the physical space of the ambulance for longer term care 

The back of the ambulance is a restricted physical space that fits a narrow barouche 
and open small chair for the SAAS officer to sit close to the consumer.  It is designed 
for transporting consumers, not for nursing them for protracted periods.  It is not 
designed at all for undertaking mental health assessments or conducting appropriate 
psychiatric interviews.  There is a lot of equipment and drugs in the back of the 
ambulance that could be dangerous for consumers.  There are concerns about safety 
for the consumer and SAAS member within this confined space. 
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8.2. Impact on Consumers 

8.2.1. Increased levels of frustration 

Consumers experiencing a mental health crisis, who have required SAAS transport, are 
likely to be distressed, anxious and worried as they endure a particularly difficult 
period in their life.  Finding themselves waiting at the door of the hospital ED, not 
knowing when they will even get into the ED to commence their journey of care, is 
frustrating and distressing.  They will face further delays once within the ED, and may 
wait for many hours for a bed if admission is required, but to commence this journey 
by waiting for an excessive amount of time in the back of an ambulance before even 
getting into the ED must be truly demoralising. 
 

8.2.2. Lack of dignity and comfort for consumers cared for within the SAAS vehicle 

The reviewers were struck by the stories of the consumers’ experience of being 
ramped in the back of the ambulance.  Access to a toilet for the consumer was possible 
if the SAAS requested this of the ED staff, although it appeared that this was not 
always readily granted.  Access to food and water was potentially limited. There is no 
real space for a consumer’s family member or carer to be with them to provide 
support whilst they waited in the ambulance (although there was one example in a 
PCR where a carer was allowed to sit in the ambulance with the consumer).  
Consumers who are internally ramped are more likely to have the option of carer 
involvement and access to toilets, food and water than those who are externally 
ramped. 
 

8.2.3. Human rights and restrictive practices 

One of the key reasons for the review was the possible use of restrictive practices 
(“restraint”) for consumers being cared for in the SAAS vehicle, when such restraint 
would not be required within the ED.  The nature of the ambulance, with a narrow 
barouche and access to drugs and equipment close by, means that the use of a belt 
(analogous to a car seatbelt) on the barouche, especially whilst in motion, is required 
from a safety perspective, and is reasonable.  In South Australia it is illegal not to wear 
a seatbelt whilst a vehicle is in motion, and whilst the law does not prohibit removing 
the seatbelt whilst a car is parked, with the engine running, the RAA website7 states 
that “our experts highly recommend buckling up whether a car’s moving or not, to 
reduce the chance of being injured if another vehicle unexpectedly collides with your 
vehicle”.  However, this seatbelt would not be required if the consumer were managed 
in a more appropriate space such as an ED cubicle.  Any use of a form of restraint that 
would not be required if ramping did not occur could potentially be viewed as an 
infringement of consumers’ human rights.   

If a consumer is agitated, aggressive or actively at risk of self-harm the SAAS officers 
use a purpose-designed “restraint net” that can restrain one or more limbs of a 
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consumer on the barouche.  A section 56 order is required to allow this form of 
restraint, which is a restrictive practice, under the MHA.   

The reviewers found no evidence of systemic overuse of restrictive practices or 
physical restraints with ramped MH consumers.  There was consistent agreement by 
SAAS and hospital staff interviewed that MH consumers to whom restraints have been 
applied are triaged to category 1 or 2 and brought into the ED quickly. If the consumer 
is triaged to a lower category and restraint nets are subsequently required whilst 
externally ramped, they will be re-triaged and brought quickly into the ED.  There may 
be some isolated examples where this has not happened, especially at times when 
even the ED resuscitation rooms have been full.  Whilst even a single episode of 
inappropriate or excessive use of restrictive practice raises concerns, it was reassuring 
to the reviewers that this does not appear to be a consistent or widespread problem. 

However, it is expected that any use of restraint in an ambulance, either during 
ramping or not, should trigger an SLS report.  It was not clear to the reviewers that this 
reporting was being done routinely.  It is only by recording and reporting the use of 
such restrictive practices that the incidence of restraint can be monitored. 

Many MH consumers who are externally ramped remain calm and passive, and some 
consumers will sleep whilst waiting in the ambulance.  The irony is that these 
consumers are likely to be triaged to a lower category, and thus wait longer, when in 
fact quick access to psychiatric assessment may have determined that they are stable 
enough to be discharged back to the community, or the care of family.  If these 
consumers could access quicker assessment and decision-making, it might actually free 
up demand on ED space and help to alleviate access block. 
 

8.2.4. Compliance with the MHA 

When a consumer is brought into the ED under s56, the least restrictive care principles 
of the MHA expect that the consumer is held under this restrictive order for as short a 
time as possible.  Therefore, a mental health assessment should be made in a timely 
manner, and determination about whether or not an ITO is required made as soon as 
practicable.  The process of ramping delays this assessment, and extends the period 
under which a consumer will be held under s56 of the MHA.  This does not comply with 
the spirit of the MHA in terms of minimising the use of restrictive care.   

An audit from the LMH indicated that 60% of consumers brought in under s56 are 
eventually discharged from the ED.  This means that if these consumers experience a 
delay in assessment due to ramping, they are experiencing an unnecessarily prolonged 
period of restrictive care in hospital.   
 
If the HALO data for June to August 2019 are taken as representative, there were 327 
consumers brought in under s56 who experienced a delayed TOC in SA’s metropolitan 
LHNs over this 3 month period.  If the 60% discharge rate is also representative, this 
equates to 70 consumers per month, or more than 2 per day, who have their duration 
of restrictive care unnecessarily prolonged because of ramping. 
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8.3. Delay in outcomes for consumers 

8.3.1. Any delay in mental health assessment and transfer for appropriate care (which might 
be discharge to community care or might be inpatient psychiatric admission) by 
definition lowers the quality of care provided to mental health consumers 
experiencing a crisis.  Those with lower acuity, who are passive rather than agitated 
and aggressive will be triaged lower and ramped longest, but may have been able to 
be discharged more quickly if assessed earlier.   

 
8.3.2. Consumers who are agitated and aggressive would benefit from early definitive 

treatment for their underlying condition (e.g. psychosis), but this treatment is delayed 
by ramping.   

 
The SAAS also noted that methamphetamine intoxication is now a very common cause 
of ED ambulance presentations for aggression and may be a major driver of a surge in 
MH ambulance presentations and thus escalating rates of ramping.  It could be argued 
that presentations to ED as a consequence of methamphetamine use alone should not 
automatically fall under the remit of mental health services. A consumer who presents 
in an agitated or aggressive state does not always have an underlying mental illness.  
One should not assume that all consumers brought under the code behavioural 
emergency, attempted suicide or psychiatric” have a formal mental illness diagnosis. 
This should be borne in mind when considering raw SAAS data about presentations in 
this category. 
 

8.3.3. A poor experience of accessing emergency care may lead some consumers to avoid 
doing so again, should a further crisis occur.  There is a move towards a target of Zero 
Suicide within mental health services internationally, and it is crucial that people 
experiencing a mental health emergency receive timely and appropriate intervention.  
Being ramped in the back of an ambulance, or in a hospital corridor for that matter, is 
neither a timely nor an appropriate intervention. 

 
 

8.4. Impact on staff and hospitals 

8.4.1. Conflict between professions 

The practice of ramping creates divisions among important stakeholders in emergency 
care, rather than the collaboration aspired to in the Ambulance Demand Management 
Policy Directive.  It invariably pits hospital ED staff against SAAS staff in an almost 
adversarial stance.  The practice of using the ED entrance door (and the reversible 
white board) as a symbolic divider between the “ambulance domain” (the ramp) and 
the “hospital domain”, with staff “keeping to their side” is a metaphor for this division.  
Conflict between mental health staff and ED staff can occur, especially when mental 
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health consumers compete with other consumers for access to the ED from the ramp.  
It can lead to a culture of these staff groups blaming each other for the problem (e.g. 
SAAS blaming hospital staff, and ED clinicians blaming MH staff for a lack of MH beds 
to admit MH consumers), which again prevents the various groups from working 
together to find solutions.  This damage to what should be a mutually respectful 
relationship between professions and staff groups, and subsequent lack of 
collaborative engagement to serve the best interests of consumer care, is one of the 
most unfortunate consequences of what is inherently a divisive practice. 
 

8.4.2. Impact on Staff morale 

It would be fair to say that none of the staff members involved –ED, mental health or 
SAAS - feels good about the practice of ramping and they all acknowledge the adverse 
consequences outlined here.  Staff admit that it is unsatisfactory for everyone, 
especially consumers.  There is a sense of helplessness in that staff feel they have no 
choice but to continue the practice of ramping, as no other solutions to manage 
potential overcrowding and excessive demand in EDs have been found or supported.  
This leads to staff, who genuinely want to do the best for consumers, feeling 
disillusioned as they are unable to provide the quality care they aspire to give.  This can 
lead to frustration, demoralisation and what is colloquially called “burnout” for all of 
the staff involved. 
 

8.4.3. Environmental impact 

There is an occupational risk to SAAS officers who must work within the ambulance 
bay with its attendant diesel fume accumulation. There is also potentially a risk to 
consumers, although they won’t have the repeated exposure that SAAS officers might 
have as part of their job.  Hospital staff have retreated to the triage area, but SAAS 
officers must remain in the ambulance bay with the consumer.  The impact of this on 
SAAS officers is concerning and should be measured and addressed.  The reviewers 
were made aware that there is potential for ambulances, when parked, to be 
connected to mains power and to use this to power air-conditioning instead of keeping 
their diesel engine running, much the same as a caravan in a caravan park.  This offers 
the potential for a solution to the diesel accumulation problem. 
 

8.4.4. OH&S implications 

In addition to the above, there is a range of Occupational Health and Safety 
implications of ramping.  SAAS officers are being asked to manage ongoing care of 
mental health consumers in an unsuitable and potentially unsafe environment, for 
extended periods.  If consumers were brought into an overcrowded ED space, this 
would compromise OH&S guidelines for safe practice within the hospital environment.  
There is thus a tension between competing OH&S requirements. 
 
SAAS staff may be subjected to verbal abuse from frustrated or agitated consumers 
and are likely to bear the brunt of consumer anger for the delay.  It is unclear what 
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support SAAS staff receive following Delayed TOC incidents, or if the sheer number of 
delays now make this a routine part of their daily work. 
 

8.4.5. Reputational risk for LHNs, SA Health and Government 

The practice of ramping, once considered a rare response to unusual circumstances, 
has now become a norm rather than a rarity.  Continuing this unsatisfactory practice, 
which is seen by the general public as emblematic of a dysfunctional health system, is 
likely to present a risk to the reputation of the LHNs and SA Health as a whole (and by 
implication, the government) for quality health care delivery.  Recent media reports of 
some (non-mental health) consumers having died whilst being ramped only 
accentuates this reputational risk. 
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9. Factors contributing to Ramping for Mental Health Consumers 
 

9.1. Downstream problems blocking flow through the whole consumer journey 

The consumer’s journey from the ambulance into the ED lies at the beginning of their 
care journey through the mental health system.  There can be delays in many of the 
transfer of care points in this journey, and a block in any of these transitions will have 
an upstream impact on access at the very start of this journey, when the ambulance 
arrives at the ED.  Extended waiting times for all consumers in South Australia 
Emergency Departments, for general health and mental health, has been an issue for 
many years, and has recently again received publicity in the media.  The problems with 
flow through the Emergency Department and inpatient mental health units have been 
acknowledged, and services have been endeavouring to address this, with variable 
success, for some time.  However, it is worth reiterating these problems here, as any 
meaningful improvements to delays in TOC at the ambulance-ED interface will require 
improvements in flow along all points in the consumer journey. 

9.1.1.  The period from handover to ED staff to completion of ED mental health assessment 

Once the consumer is handed over to ED staff and allocated a cubicle, they will be 
assessed by mental health clinicians (either a mental health medical officer or a 
mental health nurse or both) and often an ED clinician.  On completion of this 
assessment a decision will be made about admission into inpatient care or discharge 
with or without mental health community follow-up.  It is outside the scope of this 
review to determine whether or not this process is being performed in an 
appropriately timely manner.  A significant factor impacting on this would be 
availability of mental health clinicians in EDs to undertake this assessment.  This 
availability varies from site to site, time of the day (especially overnight when 
psychiatric medical staff are less available) and day of the week (with weekends 
having only on-call medical staff available).  Also, if ED mental health staff were 
expected to provide assessment and care to consumers waiting in ambulances, 
consumers in cubicles could have to wait longer to be seen, which would then simply 
slow down flow at another point and perpetuate the problem of access block.  Extra 
resources might be required to ensure that any change in practice delivers 
improvement in flow. 

9.1.2. The period from completion of ED mental health assessment to admission to a 
mental health inpatient unit (i.e. ED waiting times) 

If the consumer is assessed as suitable for discharge from the ED to community-
based care, this can usually happen fairly quickly.  However, consumers for whom a 
mental health admission is deemed necessary can experience significant delays in 
transfer to an inpatient bed.  Mental health beds are usually fully occupied and this 
can lead to several cubicles in the ED being occupied for lengthy periods by 
consumers waiting for many hours or occasionally several days for an inpatient 
mental health bed to be found.  This then blocks access for consumers being 
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ramped, as there are no cubicles to place them in.  Strategies that would improve 
this block into mental health inpatient beds would have a direct and positive effect 
on ramping and delays in TOC at the ambulance-ED interface.  Ongoing work must 
be done to reduce the time consumers spend in the ED waiting for an inpatient bed. 

9.1.3. The period from admission to inpatient mental health unit (IMHU) to discharge from 
IMHU (i.e. duration of inpatient mental health admission) 

This review did not look at inpatient practices and how these can change to improve 
flow through the mental health system and therefore reduce access block in the ED.  
The length of stay (LOS) in most South Australian IMHU’s now meets national 
benchmarks.  There are differences of opinion about whether or not SA has too few, 
too many or the right number of inpatient beds for its population.  However, recent 
data4,5 suggest that although the  number of acute adult inpatient beds in SA is at or 
below the national average, Australia’s acute bed numbers are well below the 
average for OECD countries.  It is worth noting that ambulance ramping, inpatient 
bed access block and extended ED wait times are problems experienced across the 
country. 

FMC mental health emergency staff commented that opening their short-stay 
mental health unit has made a positive impact on ED waiting times and patient flow 
for acute mental health care at FMC.  LMH has also recently opened a short-stay 
unit, TQEH has opened 4 short-stay beds and RAH has 10 short-stay beds in its 
IMHU.   

9.1.4. The period from discharge from inpatient mental health care to community-based 
care and follow-up 

The capacity for a service to provide timely, intensive community-based support 
following discharge from an IMHU directly affects length of stay.  If services have a 
capacity for close post-discharge follow-up, they can feel more comfortable to 
discharge consumers earlier.  Several years ago in SA, three intermediate care 
centres (ICCs) were constructed to provide step-down care from the IMHU and step-
up care from the community.  It is uncertain whether or not these improved ED wait 
times and access block6, but a key issue is that some acute inpatient beds were 
closed in order to fund these ICCs with no net increase in bed numbers.  
Subsequently, 15 of these sub-acute beds were closed when the Veterans’ IMHU, 
Jamie Larcombe Centre, was built at the Glenside Campus.  Since this was done to 
replace the veterans’ mental health beds at Repatriation General Hospital, whyich 
had closed, there was actually a net loss of 15 beds from the acute/sub-acute stock. 

9.1.5. Problems with inpatient bed access block for non-mental health consumers 

This review only looked at ramping and delayed TOC for mental health consumers.  
However, it is clear that ramping is a problem for all consumers brought into the ED, 
and that consumers with any health condition can experience ramping and delays in 
TOC.  Even if an ED were filled to capacity only with non-mental health consumers, 
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newly arriving ambulances with mental health consumers would still be ramped and 
experience a delayed TOC (and vice versa).  Therefore an improvement in delayed 
TOC for mental health consumers requires a reduction in delayed TOC for all health 
consumers brought in by ambulance.  This needs to be seen as a whole of health 
problem, with whole of health solutions. 

It has been reported that MH consumers contribute to a disproportionate amount of 
access block in Emergency Departments. The Ministerial Clinical Advisory Group in 
2014 reported that while only 4% of all ED presentations were for mental health-
related diagnoses, these consumers required 10% of ED cubicle space4, accounted 
for 19% of those waiting for a bed and constituted 28% of those who experienced 
‘access block’5.  Problems with patient flow through the mental health system, which 
contribute disproportionately to overall problems with ED access block, will have a 
beneficial impact on ramping for all consumers. 

9.1.6. Lack of alternatives to Emergency Departments for acute mental health assessment 
and care 

In South Australia, emergency departments provide the vast majority of acute 
mental health assessments, and access to inpatient mental health unit (IMHU) beds 
is almost always via general hospital Emergency Departments.  This has not always 
been the case.  Twenty or more years ago, there were emergency departments 
attached to the two major psychiatric hospitals, Glenside and Hillcrest.  These 
diverted much of the burden of acute mental health assessment away from general 
hospital EDs.  These psychiatric hospital EDs were subsequently closed, in part to 
fund community-based crisis intervention teams and also as part of a 
“mainstreaming” philosophy for mental health.  Most other states have also closed 
their stand-alone psychiatric hospitals, and SA closed Hillcrest but has maintained 
Glenside as an acute mental health service, albeit without an emergency 
department.  It appears that the general hospital EDs were not well-equipped to 
manage the increased demand for mental health care that resulted from these 
changes. 

9.1.7. Closure of ACIS Teams in favour of integrated teams 

The Assessment and Crisis Intervention Service (ACIS) Teams introduced in the late 
1990’s were modelled on the successful Crisis, Assessment and Treatment Teams 
(CATT) used interstate.  These provided a universal phone number for consumers 
and carers to ring, telephone triage and intervention and urgent mental health 
assessment in the community.  Assessments were conducted at community team 
sites or the consumer’s home.  These teams could provide community- based 
intervention as an alternative to admission, if it were deemed safe to do so. 

However, at the beginning of the current decade, community teams were re-
organised in favour of “integrated mental health teams.”  In this model all 
community clinicians provide acute, intensive and long term community care as 
needed, rather than have specific teams streamed for these roles.  It was anticipated 
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that the ACIS role would be maintained, but almost everyone to whom the reviewers 
have spoken has stated that this is by and large not the case.  The capacity for 
urgent, community-based assessment and intervention appears to be reduced under 
this model, resulting in hospital Emergency Departments taking back this function.  
Community teams are now considering a return to dedicated acute teams, with 
SALHN recently transitioning to a model that includes acute care teams. 

Case Study 

A man in his 30s was visited at home by the community mental health team, after his 
mother became concerned about his poor self-care.  They requested SAAS conveyance 
to RAH.  The ambulance PCR stated that he presented as “calm, answers questions, 
normal speech”.  It then stated that “minimal assessment undertaken at residence by 
mental health due to patient being willing to attend ED”.  He was then ramped for 3 
hours and 9 minutes at the RAH.  Could a more comprehensive assessment by the 
community team, if they had more capacity for acute intervention, have led to a 
community-based management plan, and avoided the ED assessment altogether? 

 
9.1.8. Closure of Hospital at Home teams  

Prior to reorganisation of community teams into “integrated teams” several regional 
community or inpatient mental health services set up formal “Hospital at Home” 
teams.  These teams managed at home consumers who would have otherwise 
needed inpatient care.  They provided intensive support from mental health nursing, 
allied health and consultant and registrar medical staff to the consumer.  A key 
component was active collaboration with the consumer’s family/carer support 
network, who partnered with the mental health team to provide care.  The full range 
of acute interventions, such as psychological intervention, medication and in some 
cases ECT (as a day patient) could be provided.  This was not suitable for every 
potential inpatient (especially if there were significant risk issues, or need for an ITO, 
although level 1 CTO’s were sometimes utilised), but provided an alternative acute 
service that bypassed the IMHU and crucially, bypassed the hospital ED.  The 
capacity for admissions into the Hospital at Home program was limited by staffing 
levels, rather than finite bed numbers, as the consumers slept in their own bed.  The 
service was staff-intensive, but avoided the “hotel costs” that are associated with 
inpatient units, so was cost effective.  A strength of this model was that consumer 
and carer feedback about the experience of receiving care from the Hospital at 
Home team was almost universally very positive, with consumers appreciating the 
ability to remain in their own home and carers appreciating their genuine 
collaborative involvement in care. 

Even though the integrated teams intended at the start to provide a Hospital at 
Home function within the integrated model, in practice this has not occurred.  This 
has again made inpatient admission, via the Emergency Department, the only acute 
care option in SA for public patients. 
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The Clinical Director of LMH reported that he has recently put forward a business 
case for a 20 bed Hospital at Home Program in NALHN.  The estimated cost is $2.8 
million per annum.  The cost of a 20-bed Inpatient Unit is $8 million per annum. 

9.1.9. Lack of capacity for intensive post-discharge follow-up 

Prior to the development of integrated teams, some community teams operated an 
intensive post-discharge follow-up service, referred to as “Brief Intervention Service” 
(BIS).  The aim was to provide quick and intensive follow-up soon after discharge, to 
enable a consumer to be safely transitioned into community care and thus potentially 
discharged earlier.  In practice, this service did not continue with the same intensity 
with integrated teams, with an expectation that the ICCs would provide this step-down 
care.  The ICCs in fact did not provide this service. Since the capacity for timely and 
appropriate post-discharge follow-up is a key factor in allowing early discharge and 
reduced LOS, any reduction in this post-discharge follow-up capacity has the potential 
to adversely affect LOS and thus patient flow. 

9.2. Lack of alternative pathways to acute MH admission other than via the hospital ED  

The reviewers were struck by the fact that for almost all admissions into mental health 
units, including consumers known to the MH service, it was deemed necessary for 
consumers to come in via the Emergency Department rather than directly to the ward.  This 
practice, although not a formal policy, seems to have become standard, increasing the 
pressure on the ED and contributing to ED access block. 

9.2.1. Limited capacity for direct psychiatric admissions 

One of the major reasons for limited direct admissions is that IMHU’s are almost 
always “full” and have no empty beds to take a direct admission from the community.  
The priority, quite understandably, is to fill empty beds (when they do become 
available) with consumers who have already been waiting in an ED cubicle for transfer 
to a mental health bed.  Unfortunately this then serves to perpetuate the problem of 
all admitted consumers coming through the ED.   

This might not be overcome until the inpatient bed supply meets demand. In SA, the 
supply appears to be significantly short of demand. 

9.2.2. “Medical Clearance” for psychiatric admissions 

It is often argued that an initial ED assessment is necessary for a physical health 
review, often referred to as “medical clearance,” prior to transfer to the IMHU, 
despite psychiatrists acknowledging that the physical review performed in the ED is 
somewhat cursory.  From a consumer perspective, it would be better if psychiatric 
medical staff did not outsource this physical health review to ED clinicians, but 
undertook this assessment themselves, integrating it with the mental health 
assessment.  In an ideal world, the consumer would come direct to the IMHU (if there 
were an empty bed) and have a thorough mental health and physical health review by 
the admitting psychiatry registrar.  In the event of a serious physical condition being 
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identified, consultation with a physician/medical registrar, and if necessary, transfer to 
a medical ward could be arranged.  This would require a collaborative and co-
operative culture between mental health and general medicine, which unfortunately 
is not always the case.  It is worth noting that in the several decades in which Hillcrest 
and Glenside Hospitals did provide a Psychiatry Emergency Department, consumers of 
all ages were assessed for physical morbidity by the mental health medical officer and 
admitted to inpatient wards without any “medical clearance” by general hospital ED 
medical staff.  This did not lead to harm to consumers. 

Case Study 

A GP contacted the treating psychiatrist at the Older Person Mental Health service to 
arrange admission for a man in his late 60’s, with severe depression.  He was known to 
the service, and the SAAS requested a direct admission to the OPMHS unit.  SAAS were 
informed that the unit did not have any beds available, and even if they did, they 
preferred an ED assessment to assess the person’s physical health.  The consumer then 
waited for 2 hours and 23 minutes at FMC for transfer of care to occur, and several 
more hours until he was eventually admitted to the IMHU for older persons. 

 

9.2.3. The “Sally Port” at RAH not being used for direct admission to their IMHU 

A feature of the design of the IMHU at the new RAH was construction of a separate 
“sally port”, an ambulance bay attached to the IMHU separate from the ED, into which 
an ambulance (or a SAPOL vehicle) could bring a mental health consumer who was 
likely to require admission.  An acute assessment area was constructed next to this 
sally port, with direct access into the closed and open sections of the IMHU for 
admission.  It was anticipated that this sally port would be used for admission of a 
significant number of consumers brought in by ambulance, especially those who were 
known to the service or had been assessed in the community.   

According to the Clinical Director of the Consultation-Liaison Service and Emergency 
Department at the RAH, this sally port has never been used at all for this purpose (in 
fact, maybe not for any other purpose).  The almost continuous lack of available beds 
to admit consumers is the major reason.  There are no plans to use the sally port for 
its intended purpose in the foreseeable future.  One does wonder about the value of 
constructing this sally port in the first place, when the above outcome was seemingly 
predictable.  It would be good if it could be used for the purpose intended, but this 
again would require inpatient bed supply to match demand.  The reviewers were also 
informed that the port is too small to off-load consumers from the back of the 
ambulance with the sally port door closed, making it unsuitable in any case for the 
direct entry role for which it was constructed.   
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9.2.4. Lack of capacity to return inpatients admitted under an ITO to the IMHU after they 
have absconded 

If an inpatient under an ITO absconds, the bed is held for a finite period of time 
(usually a few hours), after which the consumer is formally discharged and the bed is 
given away to another consumer waiting for a bed in an emergency department.  On 
the face of it, this seems reasonable, as it would be unfair to hold someone in an ED 
cubicle for an extended period whilst there was an empty bed in an IMHU.  However, 
this creates a problem if the absconded consumer returns, or is returned by 
SAPOL/SAAS.  This consumer, despite having been formally discharged, is still under an 
ITO to the hospital, but is sent to ED to re-join the queue for admission.   

Case Study 

A man in his 30’s under an ITO absconded from the Rural and Remote IMHU and was 
brought back by the family to the inpatient ward the next day.  His bed had been given 
away, so the R&R IMHU staff contacted SAAS to transport the consumer from Glenside 
to the RAH ED for “triage and assessment for placement”.  The consumer was then 
ramped for 3 hours and 8 minutes at RAH, and it was several hours longer before he 
arrived back at the R&R IMHU.  The SAAS notes state that he showed “nil agitation and 
aggression”. 

 
9.2.5. Lack of coordination of available beds across the whole mental health system 

A few years ago, coordination of admission to acute mental health beds was 
changed from a central bed coordinator to a policy of “Local Bed Management”.  
Under this protocol, people presenting to any ED, regardless of where they lived or 
whether or not they were a registered consumer of that or another LHN Mental 
Health Service, would be admitted to an inpatient bed attached to that hospital.  The 
argument in favour of this was that it would give LHNs control over how they 
managed mental health demand through their ED and their IMHU’s, improving 
flexibility and accountability.  There were some differences in how LHN’s managed 
this policy.  In NALHN presentations to either LMH or Modbury ED could be admitted 
to IMHU’s at either hospital, and in SALHN, presentations at Noarlunga or FMC could 
also be admitted to either hospital.  Inexplicably, within CALHN, TQEH and RAH were 
treated as separate hospitals, so that presentations to the RAH were not admitted to 
TQEH, and vice versa.  The reviewers believe that if Local Bed Management is 
practised, for each LHN, “local” should mean the whole LHN, not separate hospitals 
within that LHN.  The reviewers suspect that historical and cultural issues in the 
relationship between RAH (“Eastern Mental Health”) and TQEH (“Western Mental 
Health”) are responsible for this anomaly within CALHN. 

This Local Bed Management Policy seems to have favoured every hospital except the 
RAH, for whom it has made inpatient bed access worse.  There are two reasons for 
this.  The RAH ED has significantly more MH presentations by ambulance than any 
other hospital (2722 in 2018, compared to 1592 for the next two largest, TQEH and 
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FMC), and it has significantly more mental health presentations by consumers living 
outside the Eastern Mental Health catchment area (about 50% compared to less 
than10% for other hospitals).  Factors responsible for this include the central 
location of the RAH, its proximity to the Adelaide CBD and thus presentations with 
drug (including methamphetamine) and alcohol intoxication-related behavioural 
disorders, and the fact that most rural consumers arriving via air ambulance come 
through the RAH.  This has meant that whilst Local Bed Management has helped 
other hospitals manage MH demand, it has contributed to making the problem 
worse at the RAH, which in turn has the highest proportion of ramped ambulance 
MH presentations, and the longest delays in TOC. 

The other unfortunate consequence of this policy is that it encourages LHNs to 
operate as silos, with reduced cooperation.  It is not a particularly consumer-focused 
policy, as it insists that a consumer at one ED, which is experiencing a peak in 
demand, should continue to wait in that ED for an extended period of time, even if a 
suitable bed is available in another hospital (which may well be closer to where they 
live, itself a guiding principle of the MHA).  ED access block and ramping for mental 
health is a whole of state problem, and would be best served by whole of state 
solutions, which need to be driven by a consumer-focused culture.  It is also worth 
noting that in Victoria and NSW area-based mental health services have catchments 
of between 1 and 1.5 million people, comparable to Adelaide and even SA as a 
whole.  The division of SA into relatively small LHNs may inadvertently act as a 
barrier to finding whole of state solutions to this problem. 

9.2.6. Physical space limitations at some hospitals 

9.2.6.1. Royal Adelaide Hospital: SAAS reports that ramping at the RAH is much 
worse since the new RAH opened.  There might be several reasons for this.  
The new RAH was designed without a Psychiatric Emergency Care Unit 
(PECU) within the ED itself, something that had been built into the old RAH.   

There are Short-Stay beds in the IMHU in 2G, but these beds are not part of 
the ED itself.  There is a lack of space that can be used for consumers to wait 
for a cubicle when they are brought into the ED, as well as an inadequate 
number of cubicles. 

One would have expected that designing a new hospital created a unique 
opportunity to overcome (or at least significantly reduce) the need to ramp 
consumers presenting to Emergency Departments.  Instead the new RAH 
seems to have made the problem worse.  The hospital was built to service 
South Australia for the next 50 years, but appears unable to serve SA 
consumers, at least in terms of ED access, from the day it was opened.   

9.2.6.2. The FMC and TQEH share similar space issues to the new RAH.  The 
reviewers visited the FMC Emergency Department and agreed that there is 
no physical space for SAAS barouches to be accommodated whilst awaiting 
formal handover of care.  The FMC ED certainly has a feel of being crowded, 
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with the term “rabbit-warren” springing to mind.  The QEH ED, which was 
visited by one reviewer previously in a different context, has a similar feel of 
restricted spaces and a lack of any open area where barouches could be 
accommodated.  TQEH has also curtained off part of the waiting room as 
quasi-cubicles, and in the recent past sometimes accommodated mental 
health consumers on chairs in the waiting room for extended periods after 
assessment, whilst waiting for admission, something also quite 
unsatisfactory.  The lack of space in TQEH ED may in fact be the worst of all 
metropolitan hospitals. 

9.2.6.3. The LMH does have space that is used to bring consumers out of 
ambulances.  Barouches can be accommodated in wider corridor areas.  
SAAS officers still stay with them, and TOC is delayed, but there is greater 
collaboration between SAAS staff and ED staff.  In other hospitals, when a 
consumer is ramped externally, they are not considered “owned” by hospital. 
The better collaboration between SAAS and hospital staff in caring for 
internally ramped consumers might be one reason the LMH has a lower 
incidence of very long stays over 60 minutes compared to other hospitals 
that use external ramping. 

9.3. Occupational Health and Safety considerations around overcrowding and safe 
levels in the ED 

9.3.1. There are appropriate OH&S guidelines on the maximum number of consumers 
that can be cared for at any time within a defined ED space, and prohibitions 
about blocking of corridors with barouches that might impede access to 
emergency exits or safe movement of staff and consumers.  Solutions to the 
problems related to ramping and delayed TOC must conform to these OH&S 
requirements.  However, OH&S requirements should not be used as a reason to 
declare that nothing can be done. 

9.3.2. There may be several barriers to ED staff coming out of the ED to assess 
consumers collaboratively with SAAS staff, and therefore commencing 
assessment and treatment earlier.  The occupational health and safety concerns 
over diesel fume accumulation have already been noted.  Informal practices 
that have become part of the workplace culture may delineate different spaces 
as “ours” and “theirs”.  Clinicians who are overwhelmed with the consumers 
already crowded into a busy ED may feel understandably reluctant to venture 
out into the ambulance bay and add that workload to their already busy load.  
This issue appears to be most significant at the RAH and FMC.   

9.4. Role of methamphetamine (“Ice”) intoxication in increasing demand in EDs 

SAAS officers identified a rapid increase in the number of persons behaving aggressively 
or dangerously, related to methamphetamine intoxication, as a significant contributor 
to ED demand and ramping.  Certainly, a number of cases examined by the reviewers 
identified methamphetamine use as the problem.  These are coded as “Behavioural 
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emergency, att. suicide or psychiatric” by SAAS, regardless of the cause of the 
behavioural disturbance.  However, Mental Health Services view behavioural 
disturbance due to methamphetamine intoxication quite differently to presentations 
related to other mental illnesses, and are usually very reluctant to use an ITO or to 
admit a person to an IMHU if the diagnosis is purely methamphetamine intoxication.  
However, there is no defined pathway or designated space within hospitals where 
people with this common problem can receive care with a targeted plan.  Detoxification 
is usually carried out in the ED, contributing to ED access block. 

These people are often aggressive, may require restraint and require careful 
consideration of appropriate medication to manage the effects of methamphetamine 
intoxication.  It may be that Drug and Alcohol Services SA needs to play a greater role in 
the management of these consumers.   

Case Study 
 
A 51-year-old woman, a known methamphetamine user, was found walking the street in a 
confused state, with hallucinations, restlessness and agitation.  SAPOL were also in 
attendance.  She was ramped at the RAH for 3 hours and 4 minutes, during which time the 
PCR states she was given lorazepam by SAAS staff.  This seems a rather long time for 
someone with an acute drug-induced psychosis to wait in an ambulance.  There is no record 
that physical restraint was applied, although the SAAS comments about the woman’s 
mental state in the PCR seem to indicate some form of restraint at some point might have 
been likely. If restraint did occur, this was a case that was not escalated to triage category 1 
or 2.  Even if there was no restraint, a delay over 3 hours for a person with psychosis, 
regardless of cause, is concerning. 
 
Case Study 
 
A 22-year-old woman, also a known methamphetamine user, was seen by the mental 
health team, who called SAAS to transport her to hospital. SAAS then called SAPOL to 
ensure everyone’s safety.  This process itself took considerable time, but the person’s TOC 
was delayed at FMC for a further 3 hours and 11 minutes.  Again, from the information 
contained in the PCR, it is surprising this was not triaged to a higher category, although the 
application of restraint was not indicated on the PCR, despite SAPOL being required to 
facilitate the transport and the PCR stating “history of violence and aggression” and 
“patient non-compliant getting ion the stretcher”.  However, the PCR does go on to state: 
“SAAS spoke calmly with the patient and was able to seat her on the stretcher” indicating 
SAAS did use least restrictive care principles. 

 

9.5. Triaging of mental health consumers.   

The Australian Triage Scale (ATS)8 descriptors give mental health and behavioural 
descriptors for the ATS categories as follows: 
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Category 1 (immediate): Severe behavioural disorder with immediate threat of 
dangerous violence. 
Category 2 (within 10 mins): Violent or aggressive, immediate threat to self or others, 
requires or has required restraint, severe agitation or aggression. 
Category 3 (within 30 mins): Very distressed with risk of self-harm, acutely psychotic or 
thought disordered, situational crisis with deliberate self-harm, agitated or withdrawn, 
potentially aggressive. 
Category 4 (within 60 mins): Semi-urgent mental health problem, but under 
observation and/or no immediate risk to self or others 
Category 5 (within 120 mins): Known patient with chronic symptoms, social crisis, 
clinically well patient. 
The ATS also states that a consumer should be re-triaged if there is any change in 
condition whilst they are waiting. 

Consumers triaged at levels 1 and 2 take priority for entry into a busy ED when ramping 
is active, and TOC should be delayed by no more than a few minutes.  These categories 
state that any consumer who is currently restrained or has been restrained at any point 
in their ambulance journey, should be allocated category 2 as the lowest category and 
brought into the ED quickly.  This should also happen if restraint is applied whilst the 
consumer is waiting in the ambulance on the ramp, as triggering an upgrade to category 
2  

Whilst this appears to be the case in SA the vast majority of the time, there are some 
occasions when demand is very high, ED access block is severe, and there is a large 
volume of consumers with urgent physical health emergencies who are also allocated a 
triage category 1 or 2.  In such situations, MH consumers, even if restrained but without 
any urgent physical health needs, may have their access to the ED delayed beyond the 
timelines specified in the ATS for Categories 1 or 2.  If this happens, it should trigger an 
automatic SLS notification. From the data seen by the reviewers no such SLS reports 
could be found, which either indicates that such incidents don’t occur or (perhaps more 
likely) on the small number of occasions when they do, SLS notifications are not being 
made. 

The reviewers also noted that the SAAS PCR does not routinely record if and when 
restraint nets are applied and when they are removed.  This lack of consistent 
documentation, which is required for all restraints occurring within health settings, 
made it difficult to estimate the extent of increased use of restraint necessitated by 
ramping, which was one of the terms of reference.  However, the reviewers were 
reassured by verbal reports from everyone interviewed that restrained consumers are 
routinely triaged to category 1 or 2 and brought into the ED quickly. 
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10. Recommendations and Potential Solutions 
 
These recommendations are for mental health consumers, as this was the focus of this review, 
but some of these could be equally applied to all consumers arriving by ambulance.   
 

10.1. Actions already undertaken 

The following strategies have been implemented, mostly as pilot projects, and appear to have 
some promise in terms of reducing ramping for mental health consumers 
 

10.1.1.  Priority Care Centres 

Priority Care Centres (PCCs) are community-based healthcare services led by General 
Practitioners with support from SA Health hospital staff specially trained in acute 
assessment, care and treatment.  Eligible consumers are those who would otherwise be 
seeking a service from an SA Health Emergency Department.  This is an initiative for 
consumers with non-life-threatening illnesses or injuries, but does not include mental health 
consumers.  However, there is no reason why some mental health consumers who currently 
present to hospital EDs could not be assessed at PCCs, if mental health clinicians were based 
there and clear eligibility criteria were established. .  Consumers brought in under s56 would 
not be suitable, nor would consumers who have been placed on an ITO under the MHA, 
those with acute behavioural disturbance/aggression, significant suicidal risk, or who have 
required restraint in the SAAS vehicle.  However, if some ambulatory consumers, or some 
consumers currently brought in by ambulance, could be diverted to PCCs, this would reduce 
the overall problems related to ramping. 

10.1.2. Mental Health Core Pilot Trial (CALHN) 

The MH Core Pilot Project was a joint initiative between SAAS and CALHN Mental Health 
Services.  It ran for six weeks from January 2019 with a mental health clinician located at the 
Parkside ambulance station.  MH consumers were identified, either through the 000 
emergency calls or via mental health triage, as suitable for the MH Core Team.  The team 
consisted of a paramedic and mental health clinician, MH nurse or social worker, who would 
be dispatched to assess the consumer.  For this pilot, the team only attended consumers in 
their home; they did not respond to callouts in public spaces.  After joint assessment, the 
MH Core team would determine the most appropriate response.  In the review of this six 
week Pilot, the team assessed 45 consumers.  Of these, only 18 were eventually transported 
to an ED, with the remainder being provided with alternative, community-based 
interventions.  It was estimated that 24 out of the 27 consumers who were not transported 
to an ED (53% of all consumers seen) would have been transported to an ED if the MH Core 
Team had not been available.  The results of this Pilot, although only limited (6 weeks, one 
team at one ambulance station, and small numbers) suggest that the model of providing 
mental health clinicians alongside paramedics at emergency call-outs can reduce the need 
for these MH consumers to be brought to an ED.  Given this encouraging outcome, strong 
consideration should be given to funding an extension of this trial to cover more sites, over a 
longer period.  It is noted that this is one of the proposals outlined in the Mental Health 
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Services Plan, 2020-20259; “Mental health workers would be embedded into Ambulance 
Services to provide a combined mental health and ambulance response, 24 hours per day, 
seven days per week”. This approach is supported. 

10.1.3. Other strategies 

A number of initiatives have already been implemented by SA Health to better manage 
hospital emergency department demand, and inpatient bed access, in SA.  These are not 
mental health-specific, but any intervention that reduces overall demand on hospital EDs 
will reduce ramping for MH consumers and non-mental health consumers alike.  Some of 
these strategies include transferring suitable inpatients in metropolitan hospitals to peri-
urban hospitals, improving timeliness of NDIS approvals to allow discharge of long-stay 
inpatients, use of private hospital inpatient beds for some public patients (this strategy has 
also been used at times for mental health consumers), and the opening of new beds at the 
old Repatriation General Hospital site, Noarlunga and Modbury Hospitals, and for Forensic 
Mental Health consumers at Glenside.  These initiatives should be evaluated for their impact 
on Emergency Demand, and continued if successful.   

The recommendations below are specific for mental health consumers, in addition to the 
strategies already being considered and/or implemented. 

 
10.2. Recommendations for immediate action: 

These changes could be implemented immediately, and require a change in protocols and 
clinical processes at Emergency Departments, requiring minimal additional cost or staffing 
allocation.  

10.2.1. All cases where a MH consumer has been physically restrained in an ambulance 
must be allocated an ATS category 2 or 1, and no lower, and be brought into the 
hospital for care in less than 10 minutes.  Any breach of this should be notified on the 
SLS and investigated by the hospital’s Safety and Quality team.  Whilst this appears to 
happen already for the majority of the time, it must happen every time. 

10.2.2. External triage, where the MH consumer is triaged but not seen by hospital staff, 
should cease.  After receiving a verbal handover from the SAAS staff, a hospital triage 
staff member should go out to the ambulance to have a “quick look” and speak to the 
consumer.  The triage clinician should confirm the impression gained from the SAAS 
officer handover, but also apologise on behalf of the hospital to the consumer for the 
delay and promise to have the consumer come into the ED as soon as possible.  Whilst 
this triage may still be external to the hospital building, it should provide the same 
quality of interaction with the consumer as an internal triage encounter.  This process, 
which includes a degree of courtesy provided to the consumer, could be applied to all 
people being ramped, not just MH consumers.  The implication on workload for ED 
triage staff would need to be considered.  However, one triage nurse at the RAH 
commented that she makes it a personal rule when she is on duty to go out and speak 
to the consumer in the SAAS vehicle.  If one triage clinician can manage this, why not 
all triage clinicians?  Occupational health and safety issues regarding diesel fumes in 
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the ambulance bay must be addressed first, not just for hospital triage staff who might 
venture out into the bay, but for the SAAS officers for whom this is their daily 
workplace. 

10.2.3. The hospital should accept shared clinical and legal responsibility for consumers in 
the ambulance bay, from the “ED Notification Time” when an SAAS officer announces 
the consumer’s arrival at the triage desk. The ED door should not serve as an actual or 
symbolic barrier to ED staff engagement, and there should no longer be any formal or 
informal territory marked as “yours” or “mine,” but rather all territory should be 
considered “ours”.   

10.2.4. The consumer and SAAS staff must be provided with timely and unrestricted access 
to comfort facilities, such as a toilet, drinks and food. 

10.2.5. If external ramping is to continue, electric power sockets should be made available 
in ambulance bays where external ramping occurs, enabling ambulances to turn their 
engines off and thus reduce the problem with diesel fume accumulation.  This could 
overcome this barrier to more collaborative care between hospital and SAAS staff, 
including face to face triage in the ambulance by hospital triage staff.  This option 
should be actively explored, and if feasible, appropriate work done to make this 
possible. 

10.2.6. Involvement of a consumer’s carer, if available, should be encouraged, so they can 
wait with the consumer and provide support.  This would need to occur when it is safe 
to do so, and the nature of the internal environment of the ambulance makes this 
challenging.  However, the reviewers noted at least one case where a carer sat with 
the consumer in the ambulance, so it is possible for this to be done. 

10.2.7. Delays in TOC are designated as reportable incidents with defined escalation 
pathways as per the Ambulance Distribution for Demand Management policy directive.  
This states “Delays in transfer of care greater than 30 minutes, where there is a direct 
clinical incident or adverse event, will be recorded in the Safety Learning System (SLS)”. 
This implies that the delay on its own is not taken as an adverse event, and there is a 
need for some other adverse event to occur whilst the consumer is ramped.  The 
reviewers could find no record of SLS notifications for the 23 consumers who were 
ramped and/or had a delayed TOC for more than 3 hours.  The reviewers believe that 
such a lengthy delay by itself should have justified notification on the SLS.  In fact, the 
reviewers believe that 60 minutes would be an appropriate trigger for automatic SLS 
notification, regardless of any additional adverse event.  Therefore, the reviewers 
recommend that the above statement in the Policy Directive be expanded to state: 
“Delays in transfer of care greater than 30 minutes, where there is a direct clinical 
incident or adverse event, and all delays in TOC of greater than 60 minutes, regardless 
of whether or not any additional adverse event occurs, must be recorded in the Safety 
Learning System (SLS).” 

10.2.8. Any use of restraint (chemical, physical and/or mechanical) in a hospital should 
always trigger an SLS notification, as per Restrictive Practices Policies.  Such a 
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notification should also occur when this restraint occurs within the ambulance, 
whether or not this occurs whilst the consumer is ramped or before the ambulance 
arrives at the hospital.  All episodes of application of restraint of MH consumers in a 
SAAS vehicle, with time on and time off, type of restraint used and reasons for it, and 
clinical assessment/reassessment of the consumer, should be clearly documented by 
SAAS officers in the PCR.   This does not appear to be happening on a consistent basis. 

10.2.9. For externally ramped consumers, SAAS should accurately record the time a 
consumer moves from the SAAS vehicle into the hospital ED on their PCR.  This is 
because it is important to differentiate external ramping from the whole delayed TOC 
period.  Currently this crucial step is not recorded and no differentiation is made in 
Delayed TOC data about how much of the delayed TOC occurs in the ambulance 
vehicle versus inside a hospital waiting area.  The HALO Log does record this, although 
it only provides a “yes/no” option for internal vs external ramping, rather than the 
time of entry.  When the answer is “yes” to both, there is no record of how much time 
was spent ramped externally and how much ramped internally.   

Whilst there needs to be appropriate targets for the whole TOC period, with triggers at 
certain maximum delayed TOC times, there also needs to be (shorter) targets for 
maximum periods spent externally ramped.  It is not possible to set these targets if this 
period is not recorded.  If a total TOC delay of > 60 minutes is to be set as the trigger 
for an automatic SLS report, then a total time spent externally ramped in the SAAS 
vehicle of > 30 minutes would be an appropriate trigger for an automatic SLS report. 

10.2.10. There is a need for accurate and consistent recording of TOC times in both 
the SAAS consumer record and in hospital case records.  The reviewers noted that 
(some) hospital ED staff suspect that delayed TOC times recorded manually by SAAS 
staff are not always accurate.  The reviewers also noted that in only 55% of consumers 
where TOC was reported as delayed by > 3 hours on the Delayed TOC spreadsheet, 
was the TOC time also manually recorded by the SAAS crews on the Patient Clinical 
Record (PCR).  When this was recorded it was often a different (invariably shorter) 
duration than the one recorded on the Delayed TOC spreadsheet.  There may be 
several reasons for these inconsistencies, but inaccuracy of data makes it difficult to 
fully understand the nature of the problem and also to study the impact of any 
changes that might be implemented.  Therefore, the reviewers recommend that SAAS 
work with hospital EDs to develop a system of recording accurate data around delayed 
TOC, which can then be trusted as reliable by all parties.   

10.2.11. The SAAS relies on Ambulance Arrival Time to commence the start of the 
TOC period, whereas the hospital uses Patient Triage Time.  These are time-points ‘A’ 
and ‘C’ respectively in the ACEM Statement on Ambulance Ramping.  However, this 
statement recommends an intermediate time point ‘B’, ED Notification Time (when the 
paramedic enters the triage area and notifies triage staff they have a consumer 
requiring triage), be used to formally designate the commencement of TOC time.  The 
Reviewers therefore recommend that this time-point be adopted, and universally 
recorded by both ED staff and SAAS staff in exactly the same manner. 
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10.3. Recommendations for Urgent Action 

These changes will require some allocation of resources to implement, but are urgently 
required to ensure that safe, appropriate and dignified care is provided to mental health 
consumers who arrive by ambulance to the ED. 

10.3.1. Collaborative involvement of ED staff with SAAS staff whilst the consumer is 
ramped, regardless of whether this is externally in the ambulance or internally in a 
hospital waiting space 

Hospital staff should be prepared to commence some form of assessment of the 
consumer being ramped, as much as is possible in the circumstances.  It is 
acknowledged that a proper psychiatric assessment can’t be conducted with a 
consumer in the ambulance (as the back of an ambulance is an entirely unsuitable 
space to conduct a meaningful psychiatric interview) but some decisions could be 
made, for example about medications that could be provided to manage behavioural 
symptoms or relieve distress.  A brief risk assessment might also be conducted.  The 
hospital staff should periodically re-engage with the consumer, even if only to update 
them on progress toward a time when they will receive a service and to apologise for 
the ongoing delay. 

These encounters with the consumer, regardless of where they are waiting, should be 
performed collaboratively between SAAS and hospital staff, even though a formal 
handover of care might not yet have occurred and the consumer remains under the 
formal care and control of the SAAS staff.  ED clinicians and hospital mental health staff 
in the emergency department should be involved in delivering this collaborative care 
to the consumer whilst TOC is delayed.  ED clinicians would have to inform the MH 
staff about these MH consumers being ramped. 

Issues such as SAAS medication guidelines should not be a barrier to best practice 
medication being provided to a consumer who is externally ramped, if an assessment 
by a hospital clinician determines that medication outside these guidelines is 
warranted.   

10.3.2. If these changes require increased staffing (ED and/or mental health clinicians) to 
enable this collaborative care model for ramped MH consumers to occur, this should 
be arranged as a priority.  An additional mental health nurse may need to be rostered 
on at times when ED demand peaks and ramping is most likely to occur, to provide this 
collaborative support to ramped MH consumers. 

10.3.3. Attempts should be made to reduce, as much as possible, MH consumers 
externally ramped inside an ambulance vehicle and instead have them brought into an 
ED waiting space, for reasons previously noted.  A move to a mostly internal ramping 
model is likely to reduce delayed TOC durations. 
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Whenever possible, MH consumers should be seated on chairs in the ambulant waiting 
room accompanied by SAAS officers until handed over.  This is reported to happen at 
FMC (partially) and LMH, but should happen at all hospitals, including RAH and TQEH. 

Concerted attempts should be made identify space in the FMC, QEH and RAH where 
consumers who need to remain on a barouche can be taken out of the SAAS vehicle 
and held whilst waiting for a cubicle.  

The reviewers acknowledge that physical space in the EDs at FMC, RAH and TQEH is at 
a premium, and the LMH has only been able to achieve 100% internal ramping because 
of a less crowded configuration of its space.  However, every effort should be made to 
achieve this goal, even if this requires some re-purposing of spaces and/or minor 
capital work. 

The reviewers acknowledge that there are arguments against this recommendation, 
along the lines that such a policy could be seen as treating internal ramping as an 
acceptable practice, that it would hide the problem rather than fix it, and that it may 
reduce the incentives for services to solve the problem of delayed TOC.  However, if 
the quality of the consumer experience of care is the top priority to be considered in 
making decisions, internal ramping is inherently preferable to external ramping. 

10.3.4. In order to promote the above, a maximum of 15 minutes should be set as the 
goal for all MH consumers to be externally ramped in an ambulance vehicle.  This is 
separate from the target for total delayed TOC, which applies to the whole time 
between arrival and handover of care.  This 15 minute goal is specifically for that 
component of the delayed TOC spent within the SAAS vehicle.  In order for this target 
to be set, this time must be routinely recorded by SAAS staff.  In addition, any external 
ramping more than 30 minutes should trigger an escalation response by SAAS and the 
hospital as well as an Incident Review via the SLS. 

10.3.5. MH consumers should be encouraged to formally complain if targets, such as 
ramping more than 30 minutes, are breached.  Whilst these incidents should trigger 
SLS notifications as well, consumers should be empowered to complain if experiencing 
sub-standard care, especially if this is associated with more restrictive care than they 
would otherwise have needed. 

10.3.6. MH services need to establish ED avoidance pathways to decrease demand 
through the ED.  Examples of these (other than strategies listed in 9.1) include: 

10.3.6.1. Direct admission of known consumers to IMHUs, especially those 
assessed by community teams and referred for admission.  The challenge will 
be to have empty beds available in order to arrange these direct admissions, 
but the hospital ED, and more importantly, the hospital ED ambulance bay, 
should not automatically be seen as the appropriate waiting spaces for 
inpatient admissions when IMHUs are full. 

10.3.6.2. Inpatient consumers on ITOs who abscond and then return to the IMHU 
(either of their own accord, or with family, or via SAPOL) should be directly 
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readmitted to that IMHU, rather than return via an ED for reassessment and 
placement back on an admission waiting queue.  Of course, steps should also 
be taken to minimise of absconding by consumers on an ITO.  It may be a 
challenge to find a way for this to be achieved without holding beds for these 
absconded consumers for unduly long periods, which would exacerbate 
IMHU access block.  However, services should endeavour to find solutions to 
this challenge, rather than assume there is no solution. 

10.3.6.3. The concept that “medical clearance” in the ED is required for all new 
IMHU admissions is not a valid reason to justify routing all admissions 
through the hospital ED.  Consumers known to the MH service, with known 
physical co-morbidities, can have their physical health assessed by the 
admitting psychiatry registrar, as can a consumer on an ITO being returned 
after having absconded.  New or unknown consumers, or those where there 
is a concern about medical morbidity, should come through the ED for 
medical assessment, but this does not need to be a blanket rule for all 
admissions.   

10.3.7.    The policy that consumers transported to hospital under section 56 of the MHA 
have the cost funded by the receiving hospital, whereas those who voluntarily agree 
to be transported are charged for the service, should be urgently reviewed.  This 
policy creates a financial incentive for a more restrictive practice to be used, and a 
disincentive for less restrictive practice to be applied for MH consumers.  This is not 
to suggest that the solution is for consumers brought in under section 56 also to be 
charged an ambulance fee, for the privilege of being transported against their will.  
However, as a principle, there should not be a policy in SA Health which, 
intentionally or not, encourages a more restrictive practice.  There also seems little 
justification for the receiving LHN to be billed for the ambulance transport either, as 
the LHN has no control over this cost.  SA Health, in consultation with SAAS and 
mental health services, should review this policy with the aim of ensuring that 
whatever funding model is agreed upon, it is not one that discourages the practice 
of least restrictive care. 

 

10.4. Recommendations for short term action 

These changes will require resource allocation and some time to be implemented, as they 
require some planning and service realignment.  However, these changes need to occur if 
there is to be a genuine long-term solution to the problem of ramping for MH consumers. 

10.4.1. In order to reduce the delay in TOC, and allow ambulances to become 
available for re-tasking, a process needs to be created to improve the timeliness of 
handover of the consumer to hospital staff.  This includes identifying more hospital 
staff who can receive the handover.  FMC staff noted that availability of staff to 
observe the consumer on a 1:1 (“special”) basis is a significant barrier to their 
receiving the handover of care from the SAAS officers.  Ideally the staff allocated for 
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this monitoring role would be clinical staff (e.g. nursing staff), although this role is 
often performed by security staff.  The default position at FMC that every patent 
brought in under s56 is considered “an unknown quantity” and must have 1:1 
observation until assessed, should cease.  Part of the triage allocation process should 
be to undertake a risk assessment to determine whether or not this observation is 
required.  It is likely that if some form of limited risk assessment can be done by a 
MH clinician before the consumer is brought from the ambulance into the ED space, 
as part of the collaborative care model described above, some consumers could 
need less intense observation, e.g. 1:2 or 1:3.  Creating a dedicated MH waiting area 
with clinical and security staff available to provide observation would be a possible 
solution.   

10.4.2. Hospital EDs need to expand the number and availability of staff who can act 
as authorised officers to receive handover of care and control from SAAS officers for 
consumers brought in under s56.  This may be particularly important in smaller EDs 
and country hospitals.  Training will be required for clinicians to act in this role.  
Unavailability of Authorised Officers in EDs should not be a cause of delayed TOC. 

10.4.3. If more space can be created to accommodate MH consumers who need to 
be held on a barouche, and if hospital staff can be provided to receive care and 
control of the consumers from the SAAS staff, the consumers can be transferred 
from the SAAS barouche to a hospital barouche and transfer of care can be 
completed, so the ambulance can be made ready for re-tasking.  This should be a 
high priority for government and health leaders, and will require resource allocation.   

10.4.4. Community MH services should consider remodelling their services to 
provide alternatives to acute assessment in ED and inpatient admission for acute 
care.  Examples (other than the MH Core Pilot described in 9.1.2) include: 

10.4.4.1. Re-establishment of ACIS/CAT team models, or at the least a 
genuine ACIS capacity within the integrated teams.  However, experience has 
suggested that without a dedicated team, these acute assessment and 
intervention functions are not adequately performed within a generic team 
model.  The reviewers note that SALHN has recently remodelled its 
community teams into three streams, with an “Acute Team” being one of 
these streams.  It remains to be seen if this will deliver an ACIS-like capacity 
to deliver community-based assessment and intervention, but is potentially a 
step in the right direction.  The establishment of Mobile Crisis Teams is also 
proposed in the Mental Health Services Plan 2020-20259: “It is expected that 
Mobile teams would go ‘to the person’ who needs support, care, and follow-
up, and be available 24 hours per day.  If this is successful it becomes the 
future model of operation for South Australian mental health crisis services.” 

10.4.4.2. Re-establishment of Hospital at Home teams.  This capacity was 
meant to be possible within the integrated team model, but in practice has 
not occurred and requires a dedicated team of clinicians to provide this 
service to MH consumers.  This service has a genuine potential to reduce 
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demand on IMHUs and EDs for acute assessment, as well as providing a 
consumer-centred intervention that in the past has been viewed very 
positively by consumers and carers.  Mental Health services should explore 
this option as a high priority.  NALHN has recently proposed a business case 
for a 20-bed Hospital at Home Team to be established.  This should be 
funded as a matter of urgency.  This is also proposed in the Mental Health 
Services Plan 2020-20259: “Additional areas of consideration include mental 
health hospital in the home services with direct links to mental health 
clinicians, the emergency department and adult community mental health 
teams.  It is important to note in these types of service models that service 
provision is not hospital avoidance per se, but hospital substitution with 
clinical governance remaining with the relevant hospital and admissions 
funded through case mix payments.” 

10.4.4.3. Resumption of funding, previously provided by the Commonwealth, 
for the “Walk-in Clinic” at the Salisbury Community Team, which essentially 
provided an ED-equivalent acute mental health assessment service, 
physically separate from the ED, should be considered by SA Health as a way 
of reducing demand on ED at the LMH.  Establishing similar “walk-in” 
emergency mental health services in other LHN community teams has the 
potential to reduce ED demand, and should be explored.  This will require 
additional resources.  These are also proposed in the Mental Health Services 
Plan 2020-20259 where they are described as Urgent Mental Health Care 
Centres: “These units would be staffed by clinicians and peer workers, and 
enable people to self-present in a crisis. They would also accept ambulance 
referrals up to triage level 3 (urgent) and (some) police referrals.” 

10.4.4.4. Hospital Mental Health Short Stay Units have been identified as an 
effective way of managing emergency mental health demand.  These Short 
Stay Units, in one form or another, are now in place at the four major 
metropolitan hospitals.  There may be capacity to expand/extend these units 
to meet the high levels of emergency demand, although the shortage of 
physical space within hospitals is a key challenge. 

10.4.4.5. The capacity for a rapid response, post-discharge brief intervention 
service within community teams should be expanded.  This can be used for 
consumers discharged from IMHUs, but also for consumers discharged from 
EDs.  If there is a team that can provide intensive follow-within 24 hours of 
discharge, and for up to a week or two following discharge, MH clinicians in 
IMHUs and EDs would have confidence to discharge consumers earlier, and 
to divert some away from inpatient care altogether.  This should allow 
quicker access to IMHU beds for those consumers waiting in ED for a bed, 
reducing the number of MH consumers occupying cubicles in the ED, 
therefore reducing access block and ramping. 
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10.5. Recommendations for longer term action 

If the problem of ramping/delayed TOC can be eliminated, for mental health and non-
mental health consumers, then strategies must be put in place to ensure that it does not 
recur and is managed before it becomes entrenched as a systemic problem that is 
accepted as business as usual, which seems to have happened now. 

10.5.1. SA Health and the SA Government need to ensure that any future capital 
works in public hospitals make the goal of managing the predictable levels of future 
ED demand a key factor in hospital design.  The experience of the new RAH, where a 
brand new hospital has experienced ramping from the first day of operation, and has 
limited space to manage increasing demand in its Emergency Department, must not 
be repeated.  The LMH and TQEH have undergone some recent capital works and 
redesign, and may need to undergo more for them to provide a world class standard 
of emergency care.  An absolute priority is to ensure that any new infrastructure 
build in these EDs addresses the space issues that have contributed to ramping. 

10.5.2. Local Health Networks need to ensure that their policies and practices are 
genuinely consumer-centred and encourage cooperation with each other to deliver 
the best outcomes for all MH consumers.  Policies that have, as an outcome, an 
empty bed unfilled in one hospital whilst a consumer is ramped in another, should 
be changed to ensure that consumer welfare is always the highest priority in 
decision-making.  Policies developed by SA Health should be in the best interest of 
the mental health system in SA as a whole, rather than advantaging some hospitals 
but disadvantaging others.  The Local Bed Management Policy is an example of a 
policy that should be reviewed in terms of its unequal impact on ramping and 
delayed TOC across SA hospitals. 
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